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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Pierre Babin's (1953) "What Youth Thinks of Priests and the 
Religious Life., was the beginning of a number of studies and sur-
veys on youth's opinions on the priesthood. In fact, there have 
been some systematic approaches to youth's attitudes in this area. 
Babin also meant to include the religious life, and the religious 
life to him on his questionnaire referred to nuns. The part of 
Babin's study dealing with the priesthood led to other surveys and 
studies of opinions and attitudes on the priesthood. However, 
there has not been a similar approach to the opinions and attitude 
on the sisterhood. Specifically, adolescent girls' opinions on 
the sisterhood. This is the purpose of this research paper. 
In recent years there has been increasing emphasis on the 
person, the individual, and personal growth and fulfillment. 
These same ideas are penetrating the thinking on the priesthood 
and the religious life. D1 Arcy and Kennedy (1965) in The Genius 
of the Apostolate focus on the individual and emphasize the growth 
of the seminarian and the priest. Many factors are involved in 
the formation of attitudes and opinions on the priesthood, etc., 
but this image must include the idea of personal growth and devel-
opment if it is to appeal to a mature person. The question then 
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is: does the image of the priesthood include personal growth and 
development and thus appeal to those choosing a vocation and want-
ing to grow and develop? Surveying the opinions and attitur1es of 
youth on the priesthood is one way to ascertain whether or not the 
image of the priesthood includes this goal, etc. 
The same questions can be asked of the imap:e of the sister-
hood. However, to date, there has been very little systematic 
research in this specific area of youth's opinions on the sister-
hood. The image of a nun is often enou~h discussed, and the image 
usually includes the ideas of isolation, apart from everyday life, 
no understanding of the human situation, etc. Likewise, the word 
"type" is frequently applied to the nun, and the way this word is 
used, it usually implies a lack of individuality or fitting a 
common mold in thought and action. Typing would seem to indicate 
that nuns are not being seen as persons. If this were true, the 
life of a nun would not appeal to a younfl' girl choosing a vocation 
and wanting to grow and develop as a person within that vocation. 
With these thoughts in mind, a questionnaire was drawn up in 
an attempt to ascertain part of the image of the sisterhood. 
Specifically, the questionnaire focused on some human qualities of 
a person to find out the extent to which they are present in ado-
lescent girls' image of the sisterhood. Catholic high school 
junior and senior girls were asked to rate how much they wanted 
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these human qualities in a nun and also how much they actually 
find these qualities in the average nun. Thus the differences 
between the two ratings could be easily compared. The same sub-
jects were asked to compare themselves to Firls who enter the con-
vent. The latter comparison was for the purpose of further narrow 
ing down the impact of the image of the sisterhood and the girls' 
views on what kind of a girl enters the convent. The girls were 
likewise asked their reaction to their sister's deciding to go to 
a convent. Five possible reactions were listed and the girls were 
asked to check the one closest to their own. · The reaetions to the 
question were worde,-~ :Jo as to imply positive or ne7n·ti ve reactions 
to the prospect of their sister entering the convent. That is, 
would the image of the sisterhood affect an adolescent girl's 
reaction to her own sister's entering the convent. 
In summary, this research paper set out to ascertain the 
image of a nun in Catholic high school junior and senior girls. 
The image was primarily narrowed down to the human qualities of a 
nun in this image. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE 
Although there are nwaerous studies on priests, brothers, 
sisters, and the religious lite in general (Menges & Dittes, 1965) 
there is next to nothing in the area of the adolescent girl's 
opinion of the sisterhood. The little that there is, at best, is 
almost piece meal. Babin (1953) was perhaps the first to begin 
~orking on youth's opinions of the priesthood and the religious 
life. Babin surveyed boys and girls in France on their opinion ot 
the priesthood and the religious life. Babin's work will be r-e-
~iewed here in so tar as it dealt with girls• opinions on the 
religious life and nuns. 
The girls surveyed in Babin's r-esearch were from five sec-
ondary boarding schools in Prance and ranged in age from 11 to 18. 
~abin further mentions that the girls were all from middle class 
families and that the schools were located in large towns in 
France. The first question directed to the girls about nuns asked 
them to draw in five or si~ lines the portrait of the nun they 
would like to meet. Babin took the 300 replies to this question 
and summarized them into the following seven categories: 1) com• 
~rehensive: broadminded, knowing lite, aware of the problems of 
the day, etc. (61.7~); 2) a young mind: smiling, gay, lively, en• 
joying games, etc. (59.6%); 3) good, devoted, an apostle, affable, 
maternal, loving, etc. (55.7%); lt) teaching qualities: intelligent 
cultured, creating confidence, firm but not too severe, etc. 
C49·7~); 5) human virtues: simple, gentle, patient, discreet, 
frank, just, etc. (47%); 6) interior life: pious, radiating love 
of God but without too many exterior signs of piety, etc. (32%); 
7) exterior: agreeable, sympathetic, etc. (1~). The percentages 
of the 300 replies fitting into each of the seven categories are 
indicated above in the parentheses. 
The next question asked the girls their opinion on what was 
the most important thing in the religious life. Again, Babin sum-
marizes the replies into seven categories: 1) the total gift of 
oneself to one's neighbor, readiness to help others, devotedness, 
love for others (3!}.6%'); 2) prayer (25%'); 3) obedience, observance 
of the rules (24%'); 4> the gift of oneself to God, the love of God 
and of Christ, the service or God (21.7%); 5) the vows {14%); 
6) renunciation, humility, detachment (11.7%'); 7) joy, kindness, 
~ood humor (5~). Again, as for the previous question, percentages 
for each category are indicated in parentheses. 
Finally, the girls were asked their opinion on what they 
thought the young girl entering religious life would find most 
difficult: the habit, enclosure, obedience, the vows, the rule, or 
community life. The replies gave this order of difficulty (with 
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pe~centages fo~ each indicated in pa~enthesea): obedience (31.6~), 
enclosure (29.3%), the vows (17~), the rule (7.6~), communit7 life 
(10.6~), and the habit <4%>. 
Babin then discusses all three questions togethe~. He~e he 
makes much of what he calls the value of the "incarnation." On 
the basis of his su~ve7 he points out that the incarnational value 
seems to stand out. By this he ~efe~s to the development of human 
qualities and the human personalit7, but not just this alone. He 
does not want the human and supernatural values set in opposition. 
Rather, the interior or spi~itual life should come from within and 
not be overl7 manifested in exte~nals. In short, desirable human 
qualities are not seen as satisfactory unless the7 come f~om a 
genuine inte:rio~ life. Yet at the same time, Babin.mentiona that 
the ~i:rls do not want a nun's supernatural life to cut he~ off 
from action or from the wo~ld. This comes from a description of 
[Babin 1 s first catego~7 of replies to the girls' drawing a portrait 
of a nun the7 would like to meet: comp~ehensive: broadminded, 
!knowing life, aware of the problema of the day. The othe~ aspect 
ot the interior life and action with othetts is cau~ht up in Babin's 
.,.,, ' 
first category- of z.eplies to the question asking what thin~s the7 
consi,1e:re'l most impo~ant for the reli~ious life: the total gift 
or oneself to one t a nei~hbor; readiness to help others, devoted• 
ness, love for othe~s. ~he gi~ls likewise listed obedience and 
enclosure as being the two most difficult things a young gi~l 
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entering religious life would find most difficult. In commenting 
on this, Babin notes: "If obedience and enclosure have been class-
ified as demanding the greatest effort in religious life, it is 
not only because these children fail to understand their inner 
meaning, nor for love of independence; it seems rather that obedi-
ence and the enclosure appear to them as the chief obstacles to 
this human development and awareness of the world which they want 
above all to find in nuns." (Babin, 1953, p. 651) 
Looking over Babin's tables it is diffic11l t to see all that 
~e himself sees, since he has condensed all the replies to the 
questions into his categories. This obviously leads to subjectiv-
ity in selection and explanation, but it is an adequate method for 
~andling 300 replies to open questions. Babin's work is likewise 
criticized by Markert (1963) for small statistical inaccuracies 
in the use of percentages. In Babin's favor I think it must be 
said that he did not set out to give a systematic and statistical 
analysis of his data. The categories he uses are often over-lap-
pinp:, and likewise a particular response to a question may well 
fit into more than one category. Babin's chief asset is that he 
began researching the opinions of youth on the priesthood and the 
religious life and likewise, on the basis of his survey, intro-
duced the concept of the incarnational values as foremost in the 
minds of the youth of his survey. That is, the human and the 
supernatural should go hand in hand and not be set in opposition 
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to each other. This separation is not what the youth of Babin's 
survey want to see. Fichter too comments on this problem in spea~ 
ing about the spiritual formation of reli~ious functionaries: 
"From the point of view of the apostolic works 
of the Church, and in the light of the ideal ser-
vice to fellow men, there appears to be a subtle 
problem. An int~nsive realization of supernatural 
faith which concentrates on the power of God may 
develop an inverse concept of the unworthiness 
and inabilities of human beings. The notion that 
nothing earthly is really worthwhile may develop 
into a disregard for the natural talents and efforts 
of human beings. Divine indifference, rooted in 
a spiritual approach, may become downright aloof-
ness from the concerns of the world. 
nPope Pius XII said 'A supernaturalism that 
holds itself aloof, and especially one that keeps 
religion aloof, from economic and political needs 
and duties, as if these did not concern the Christian 
and the Catholic, is something unhealthy, some-
thing alien to the thinking of the Church.' It is 
probably also alien to the concept of the well-
trained religious functionary to develop a super-
naturalism that disregards t"'le development of 
natural talents. God has the power to perform all 
the functions of all ecclesiastical functionaries 
in a better way and in less time than human beings. 
The fact that he calls upon human beings to perform 
these functions indicates that qis servants cannot 
call upon Him to do their work." (F'ichter, 1961, pp. 
98-99) 
Since Babin's study there has not been another dealinp: with 
the area of the adolescent girl's opinions on the sisterhood. Yet 
at this point a few other studies can be briefly cited for their 
!indirect bea:ring on the research area of this paper. A study by 
IU'rschali tz (1959) indicates that some human q11ali ties tend to 
decline among nuns the longer they remain in relipious life. ~e 
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chief inst~ument used in this st11dy was the Guilfo~d-Zimme~man 
1'en1perament Su~vey. Five ~oups of 100 Catholic women were given 
!the survey. There were th~ee p;~oups of ~elip:ious women ~epresent­
~ng gradients in length of community membe~ship, education, teach-
ing expe~ience, and age. These three groups we~e compa~ed to two 
groups of 100 Catholic college students. U~schalitz concluded 
that there we~ six personality traits significantly related with 
length of community membership. The t~aita of general activity 
and masculinity inc~eased with length of membe~ship in a communit~ 
!while ascendance, sociability, objectivity, and pe~sonal ~elations 
dec~eased. Using the same Guilfo~d-Zimmerman Temperament Su~vey 
as only pa~t of her total research p~ject, Kenoye~ (1961} found 
the same relationship between the traits of ascendance and soci-
ability and the influence of religious life. In short, these two 
studies in a systematic fashion point up the fact that there is 
a lessening of certain human qualities as length in a religious 
community increases. Cardinal Suenens mentions and pa~tially 
explains the same problem: 
"Religious too often seem to be living in a 
closed world, turned in on themselves and having 
but tenuous contact with the world outside •••• 
Because the ideal of sepa~ation ~om wo~ld 
leads, people believe, to a kind of psychological 
isolationism, conducing in turn to a failu~e 
of dialogue with those in immediate contact with 
them for lack of comr1on interests and a common 
language. 
Again, physical and psychological detachment 
from the world leads a religious to tu~n in on 
herself and her own community. Her world shrinks, 
and, if she is not careful, will end up no more 
than a few square yards in size. From this 
comes a distorted vision, seeing everythin~ from 
one an~le, measuring thin~s against a diminished 
scale." (Suenens, 1963, pp. 17-18) 
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This is hardly the ioea of Babin's incarnational values, previous-
ly explained. Yet, realistically, this all plays a part in form-
ing the opinion and image of the nun for the adolescent ~irl. 
Furthermore, other studies (Hagan, 194t?; Barrett, 1961) show that 
the greatest influence for or against the relip:ious life comes 
from personal contact with nuns or sisters. That is, the kind of 
nun or sister that the adolescent girl meets plays a part in the 
formation of her attitude to tL'1d opinion of the religious life. 
It is specifically in this context that this research paper 
set out to measure and ascertain some human qualities in the 
adolescent girl's opinion or image of the sisterhood. 
CHAPTER III 
CONSTRryCTION OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE 
A questionnaire, compri.ed of seven questions, was created 
to help ascertain the adolescent girl's opinion on the sisterhood, 
w1 th particultll" emphasis on some human qualities of this image of 
the sisterhood. '!'he first question was designed to see whether or 
!not there was an-1 negativism or opposition to the idea of a g1P1 
!becoming a nun. The gizola were asked what their reaction would be 
it their sister decided to become a nun. Thet were then given 
the five following possibilities and asked to onoose the one 
closest to their own: 
a) encourage her, but remind hezo that it's her decision. 
b) strongly disooUcrage her and try to talk her out of it 
~~ be opposed to the idea. 
o) atrongl7 encourage her and try to keep her thinld.ng 
along these lines. 
d) diaooura~e her, tell her to go easy and slow downJ 
to think it over very carefully; tell he~ to wait a 
while. 
e) nei the%' encourage or discourage her; it ''S her 
decision; it's her lite. 
~o help measure negativism or opposition, the five abo'Ve possible 
dnds ot roeaotion were so worded as aa to imply va!'ying degPeea of 
1egativiam and positivism. '!'he five kinds ot reaction were 
11 
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pictured as lying on a scale rang!~ from minus-two through zero 
to plus-two. That is, reaction ~was considered as minus-two on 
the scale; reaction ~. as minus-one; reaction ~' as neutral or 
zero; reaction !• as plus-one: and reaction ~· as plus-two. The 
choice of' reacttons was placed in the above sequence to avoid 
giving the impression that they did form a scale. 
It was considered too threatening to ask the ~irls their own 
reaction to becoming a nun; so they were asked to ~ive their re• 
action to their sister's becoming a nun. It was hoped that word-
ing the question in this fashion would still arrive at the girls' 
personal reaction to the image of a nun. If the girls had no 
sister, they were asked to respond as they thought they would if 
they had a sister. 
In questions II and III the g1rls were asked to compare them• 
selves to girls who enter the convent. Question II asked the girl 
to compare themselves to girls W'lo enter the convent and to choose 
from the following possibilities: a) are like me, for the most 
part: b) are sli~htly different from me; and c) are very much dif-
ferent trom me. Question III asked the same question, but with 
these possibilities of response: a) look at things sl1~htly dif-
ferent from me; b) look at th1n~s as I do; and c) look at thi~a 
very differently than I do. Question III introduced the phrase 
"look at things." While question II asked the ~1 rls how much 
girls entering the convent were like them, question III asked the 
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girls to compare their outlook with that or girls who enter the 
convent. That is, is there a difference in outlook or anproach? 
Questions IV, VI, and V introduced the followinR eleven 
descriptive qualities: the ability to understan~ ~e; the ability 
to listen to my side of things; makes me feel she respects me and 
teenagers; tries to apeak my language, that is, tries to apeak to 
~e in such a way as to help me understand; makes me reel ~ood afte 
~ talk to her; makes me want to be like her; shows me a good sense 
pf humor; shows me she has balance and stability in her life, i.e. 
[an:~even manner or lire and not moody; the ability to give up com-
fort; makes me reel she sees what I'm tBlking about; makes me feel 
I'm worth something when I talk to her. 
Question IV then asked the girls to rate the des1reab111ty of 
the various qualities for a nun by assigning a number from 1 
throu~ ~ for ea~h description. They were further instructed that 
1 implied the least, that 3 implied the average, and that 5 1m-
plied the most. 
Question V presented the same eleven descrlptive qualities. 
Por question V the ~irls were asked to rank these qualities from 
1 to 11 in the order of their des1reabil1ty. 
Question VI presented the same qual! ties again, but this time 
asked the girls to rate how much they found these various qual1tiee 
tn the averap-e nun. They were instructed to use the same means of 
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rating as for question IV, that is, by assigning a number from 1 
to 5 for each of the qualities. 
This design would allow the comparisi on between the ratings 
for question IV (desireability of the qualities for a nun) and 
question VI (how much these qualities were actually found in the 
average nun). Question V is a variation on question IV in an 
attempt to further see which of the qualities is looked upon as 
most desireab1e. One of the descriptive qual! ties, the ability to 
give up comfort, was deliberately inserted to see how the f!irls 
would rate it in comparison to the others. The ability to give 
up comfort is associated with reli!rlous life, but it was deliber-
ately inserted here to ascertain its impact on an adolescent F-irl. 
Finally, question VII of the questionnaire asked the girls to 
give their reasons why more yo1mg girls were not becoming nuns. 
For the sake of brevity, the girls were told to limit their 
answer to one sentence. Again, it was hoped that the girls' 
answer to this question would help round out their imarre and view 
of the nun. 
The questionnaire was preceded by an introduction, and each 
of the questions was preceded with clear and sufficient instruc-
tions. This was ~one to eliminate the need of verbal instructions 
on the part of the one administering the questionnaire, and thus 
eliminate differences in administration from group to group. 
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In November of 1966 this questionnaire was administered to 
junior and senior girls in three different high schools in the 
Detroit area, High school I is a co-educational hiRh school with 
an enrollment of approximately 800 students, represent:ing approx-
~mately 45 different parishes. For the most part, the parents or 
the students of high school. I would be socio-economically class1-
Pied as lOWer middle ClaSSe The MajOrity Of the faculty Of high 
~chool I is comprised or nuns. High schools II and I.II:_.are both 
~11 girls high sc"lools and the major! ty of the far· i+,y in both 
pf these girls schools are nuns. High School II has enrollment of 
~pproximately 950; high school III, approximately 750. The parent! 
~f the students in high schools II and III would still be olassi-
lried socio-eoonomical ly as middle class but definitely higher on 
'· 
~he socio-economic scale than the parents of the students of' high 
lchool I. 
The questionnaire was limited to junior and senior girls only 
d th approximately equal numbers of juniors and seniors in the 
lample. 187 questionnaires were filled out in hi,rh school I; 81, 
n high school II; 74, in high school III. 
By spreading the sample over three different schools, geo-
~raphically scattered, it was hoped that a bora1er picture would 
~e tapped. All th~ee schools have different orders of nuns teach-
ng in them, and by choosing schools well spread apart, it was 
~oped to reach a larger representation of parishes and parish 
grade schools with again differing orders of nuns. 
Approximately ten minutes were needed for the students to 
complete the quest:tonnaire. 
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The questionnaire, as presented to the stu<ients, appears in 
the next chapter. 
CHAPTER IV 
THE QTJESTIONNAIRE 
This questionnaire is part of a study of the sisterhood being 
onducted at Loyola University (mlicago, I+linois) with the coop-
ration and approval of university authorities. 
Please read the directions to the questions and fill out 
our answers, keeping in the following su~gestions: 
A. Remember that the questions are asking for 
your ¥ersonal opinions about the matters covered. 
Do no worry about the "rightness" or ''wrongness" 
of your opinions. Do not sign your name to 
this questionnaire. 
B. Do not spend a great deal of time thinking over 
your answer to any item; merely give your opinion 
of the moment and let it go at that. 
c. There are no trick questions or phrases. Do not 
try to "read into" the questions; take them at 
"race value" and record your opinion or response. 
D. Do not consult with anyone about your answers. 
This would destroy the purpose of the ~uestionnaire, 
namely, to get your own personal opinions. 
When you are finished with this questionnaire, bring it to 
the front of the room and give it to the person in charge. 
Thank you for your cooperationJ 
a encourage her, but remind her that it's her 
-decision. 
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b strongly discourage her and try to talk her out 
---of it. I'd be opposed to the idea. 
c strongly encourage her and try to keep her 
~thinking along these lines. 
d_discourage her, tell her to ~o easy and slow 
down; to think it over very carefully. Tell her 
wait a while. 
e ___ neither encourage or discourage her. It's her 
decision; it's her life. 
In the next two questions, again make a check in the indicate 
space before the phrase that comes closest to your own opinion: 
II. Girls my age who enter the convent: 
a_are like me, for the most part. 
b are 
-
slightly different from me. 
c are very much different from me. 
-
III. G i r la UJ."f age who enter the convent: 
a look at 
-
things slightly different from me. 
b look at things as I do. 
-
c look at things 
-
very differently than I do. 
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IV. Listed below are eleven qualities or descriptions of per-
sonal qualifications. Read each of the descriptions and rate ita 
desireability for a nun. That is, rate how much you would like to 
sec these various qualities in a nun or sister. Rate how much 
~y assigning a number from 1 throuRh 5 to each description. In 
assip:nlng the numbers, remember that 1 implies the least, that .3 
~mplles the average, and that 5 implies the most. 
A the ability to understand me. 
-
B the ability to listen to my side of things. 
-
a makes me fe.el she respects me and teenagers. 
-
D_tries to apeak my language, that is, tries to speak 
to me in such a way as to help me understand. 
E makes me feel good after I talk to her. 
-
F makes me want to be like her. 
-
G shows me a good sense of humor. 
-
H shows me she has balance and stability in her life, 
-
i.e., an even manner of life and not moody. 
I the ability to give up comfort. 
-
J makes me feel she sees what I'm talking about. 
-
K makes me feel I'm worth something when I talk to her 
-
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V. Now rank these same qualities in the orde!'l of their desireabll 
-
ity. For each quality below, write its rank in the space preded-
it. Thus, write the number 1 before the quality which you th"'nk 
is most desireable for a nun to have; w:rite 2 before the quality 
which comes next; and so on, until you have written 11 before the 
quality which is the least desireable of those named below, for 
a nun to have. 
A the ability to understand me. 
B the ability to listen to my side of things. 
-
C makes me feel she respects rne and teenagers. 
D _tries to speak my language, that is, tries to 
speak to me in such a way as to help me understand. 
E makes me feel good after I talk to her. 
F makes me want to be like her. 
G shows me 
-
a good sense of humor. 
H shows me she has balance and stability in her life, 
i.e., an even manner of life and not moody. 
I_the ability to p:ive up comfort. 
J makes me feel she sees what I'm talking about. 
K makes roo feel I' rn worth something when I talk to her 
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VI. Again, listed below are eleven qualities or descriptions of 
personal qualifications. Read'each description and rate how much 
you find each description in the avera~e nun or sister. Rate how 
much by assip;ning a number from 1 through 5 to each description. 
In assigning the numbers remember that 1 implies the least, that 
3 implies the average, and that 5 implies the most. Remember, 
rate nuns in general, not a particular nun. 
A the ability to understand me. 
-
B the ability to listen to my side of thi~s. 
-
0 makes me feel she respects me and teenagers. 
-
D tries to speak my language, that it, tries to speak 
-
to me in such a way as to help me understand. 
E makes 
-
me feel good after I talk to hett. 
F makes 
-
me want to be like her. 
G shows me a RQod sense of humor. 
-
H shows me she has balance and stability in her life• 
-
f. e., an even manna r of life and not moody. 
I the ability to give up comfort. 
- " 
J_rnakes me feel she sees what I'm talkinp: about. 
K makes me feel I'm worth something when I talk to her 
-
VI~I Why aren't there more young ~irls becoming nuns or sistera? 
Give your reason or reasons in one sentence. Remember, limit 
yourself to one sentenceJ 
CHAPTER V 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data from the questionnaire, presented in the previous 
chapter, will be presented in this chep ter in<-.as complete a 
fashion as possible with the use of tables and graphs. 
Table 1 presents the frequencies of responses for each of the 
three schools to the five choices of response to question one. 
Question I was designed to find out whether or not there was any 
negativism or oppositlon to the idea of a ~irl becoming a nun. 
The girls were asked w~at their reaction would be if their sister 
decided to become a nun and were told to choose from the follow-
ing five kinds of reaction: a) encourage, but remind her that it's 
!her decision; b) strongly discourage her and try to talk her out 
of; I'd be opposed to the idea; c) strongly encourage her and try 
to keep her thinking along these lines; d) discourage her, tell 
her to go easy and slow down, to think it over very carefully, 
tell her to wait a wh:i.le; and e) neither encourage or discourage 
her;it•s her decision, it's her life. A look at table 1 shows 
that the majority of the responses fell into response ~ (encourage 
her, but remind her that it's her decision) and response!. 
(neither encourage or discourage her; it's her decision; it's her 
life) with a slight favori~ of response ~· Response ! was con-
sidered as plus-one on the scale of positivism-negativism; respons 
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Type 
of 
Response 
a 
b 
c 
d 
e 
~otals 
Table 1 
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTION ONE 
HiFth Schools 
I n ni 
71 (. 379) 29 ( .363) 32 ( .438) 
2 (. 011) 1 ( .012) 00 (. 000) 
5 (.027) 1 ( .012) 2 ( .028) 
17 (. 091) 15 ( .188) 7 ( .096) 
92 ( ·492) 34 (.425) 32 ( ·438) 
187 (1.000) 80 (1.000) 73 (1.000) 
2) 
ALL 
1)2 (. 388) 
3 ( .009} 
8 (.023) 
39 ( .115) 
158 ( .!~65) 
340 (1.000) 
Note. -- One pape~ each was ~ejected f~om schools II and III. 
~' as neutral o~ ze~o. Thus, on the basis of this question, 
Jihere ia a definite tendency to be neut~al and positive about the 
~dea of a girl becoming a nun. A glance at the table also reveals 
~hat all three schools we~e fai~ly uniform in their patte~ of 
response to this question. A lone exception to this uniform 
pattern is the fact that the girls from high school II had .188 
percent of their responses for response d; while high schools I 
-
~nd III had .091 and .096 percents respectively. Response d 
-
discourage her, tell her to (l,O easy and slow down; to tthink it 
>ver very carefully; tell her to wait a while) was considered as 
minus-one on the negativism-positivism scale. Thus the tendency 
to a slight negativism toward the idea of a girl becoming a nun 
is twice as great in the girls of high school II as that of the 
girls of high schools I and III, but in the overall picture this 
slight tendency is negligible. 
Table 2 presents the frequencies of 'responses to question 
two. In this question the girls were asked to compare themselves 
to girls who enter the convent and given the following three 
choices of response: a) are like me, for the most part; b} are 
slightly different from meJ and c) are very much different from 
~e. Again, the pattern of response to this question is fairly 
~niform among the three schools. All three schools have their 
~igheat percentage of responses in response ~ (are like me, for 
the most part); yet approsimately twenty-five percent of the 
responses tall into response c (are very much different from me) 
-
and thirty-three percent, into response ~ (are slightly different 
from me). Combining the percentages of responses ~ and g_ shows 
that approximately fifty-eight percent of the girls would say that 
girls who enter the convent are at least slightly different from 
them. Thus, fifty-eight percent of the girls sampled do not see 
themselves as the type of girl who enters the convent. It one 
considers the percentage of nuns in the population of adult Cath-
olic women, this percenta~e is not in the least out of line, since 
~orty-two percent of the girls consider themselves the same as the 
Type 
of 
Response 
a 
b 
0 
Totals 
Note. 
school III. 
....... 
Table 2 
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES TO QUESTION TWO 
High Schools 
I II III 
76 ( .407) 30 (. 375) 36 (. 500) 
66 (.352) 27 (. 338) 19 ( .26!d 
45 ( .241) 23 ( .287) 17 (. 236) 
187 (1.000) 80 (1.000) 72 (1.000) 
One paper was rejected from school II; 
girls who enter the convent. 
ALL 
llt2 (.lt-19) 
112 c •. :no> 
8!5 (. 251) 
339 (1.000) 
two, fl:'om 
Table 3 presents the frequencies of responses to question 
three, in which the p,irls were again asked to compare themselves 
to girls who enter the convent with the following three possibili-
ties of choice: a} look at things slightly different from me; 
b) look at things as I do; and c) look at things very differently 
than I do. And again, the overall pattern of response to this 
question is fairly uniform among all three schools. Whereas in 
question II forty-two percent or the sample agreed that gil:'ls 
entering the convent were like them for the most part, in question 
III fifty-six percent of the sample agree that girls enterin~ the 
Type 
o:f' 
Response 
a 
b 
c 
Totals 
Note. 
school III. -·-
Table 3 26 
FREQUENCY OF RESPONSES ~0 QUESTION THREE 
High Schools 
I II III ALL 
101 (. 540) ll-7 (. 588) !~2 ( .. 1)8 3) 190 (. 561) 
39 (. 209) 16 (. 200) 17 ( .236) 72 ( .212) 
47 {. 251) 17 (. 212) 13 ( .181) 77 ( .227) 
187 (1,.000) 80 (1.000) 72 (1.000) 339 (1.000) 
One paper was rejected from school II; two, from 
convent look at things slip:htly different from them. In question 
II twenty-five percent looked upon girls entering the convent as 
very much different from themselves; in question::III twenty-three 
percent also agree that girls entering the convent look at things 
very differently than they do. In short, on the basis of the 
responsesto question III, it can be said that the airls of this 
sample see girls who enter the convent aa having a different out-
look from themselves. This difference in outlook or approach 
would be expected, and is surely part of the motivation of a girl 
entering a convent. 
On the basis of the first three questions of this question-
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nai:re, it can be said that there is no negativism toward the idea 
of a p:irl becominp: a nun. In fact, some thirty-eip:ht percent ter:d 
to be slightly positive about the idea of their sister becoming 
a nun. Also, some fifty-eight percent say that girls enteri~ the 
convent are at least slip:htly different from them, and some 
seventy-eight percent would say that girls entering the convent 
tend to, at least, look at things differently from themselves. 
Tables 4, 5, and 6 present the frequencies of each rank 
assigned to the eleven qualities of question V by high schools I, 
II, and III respectively. The pattern on all three tables is, 
in general, the same. That is, quality A (the ability to under• 
-
stand me), quality~ (the ability to listen to mr side of thi~s), 
quality C (makes me feel she respects me and teenagers} and 
-
quality! (mdc es me feel I'm worth something wh.en I talk to her) 
are the most preferred am0ng the eleven qualities. Also, quality 
l (the ability to give up comfort) and quality E (makes me want 
to be like her} are the least preferred and receive the majority 
of their frequencies in the lower ranks. 
Tables 7, 8, and 9 present the frequencies of each ratinp: 
assigned to the eleven qualities of question IV by high schools 
I, II, ana III respectively. Tables 7, 8, and 9 should be con-
sidered in condJ.unction with tables 10_ 11, and i2 which present 
Table 4 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RANK ASSI(}NED TO THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF. QUESTION V i'Y HIGH SCHOOL I 
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Quality Ranks 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
A 78 l~o 25 11 3 l~ 5 1 5 1 1 
B 15 34 40 31 21t- 12 7 5 2 1 3 
c 24 .31 36 22 20 19 10 5 5 1 1 
D 3 15 13 23 17 28 26 22 8 12 7 
E 0 8 7 18 14 31 33 21 19 16 7 
F 6 2 3 4 6 9 9 19 20 !t9 !~7 
G 2 4 3 8 21 21 17 24 42 19 13 
R 15 9 3 5 11 17 17 28 34 23 12 
I 2 2 3 2 5 2 9 16 17 39 77 
J 2 7 18 32 22 22 23 20 17 7 4 
K 27 22 2.3 18 31 9 18 13 5 6 2 
Note,. -· 'rhe total N is 174; thirteen papers were rejected 
as incomplete. 
the variances and mean ratings for each of the eleven qualities of 
question IV by high schools I, II, and III respectively. It 
should be remembered that in question IV the girls were asked to 
rate from l to 5 the desireability of the following descriptive 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Bote. 
complete. 
'!'able 5 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RANK ASSIGNED '1'0 'l'HE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUESTION V BY HIGH SCHOOL II 
Ranks 
29 
1 2 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 
28 16 12 5 8 .3 5 2 0 0 0 
10 21 16 1.3 6 5 2 3 2 1 0 
14 11 8 10 11 8 8 2 4 2 l 
.3 4 10 6 3 5 6 12 18 8 4 
0 1 6 7 5 8 10 17 12 12 l 
2 1 0 0 0 3 4 8 8 18 35 
2 2 8 8 9 17 7 9 7 5 ~ 
9 6 5 3 6 10 9 7 1$ 5 4 
2 1 1 2 2 3 7 6 5 22 28 
1 5 6 10 19 11 10 11 l 3 0 
8 11 7 15 10 6 11 2 5 3 1 
-- 'l'he total N 1a 79J two papers were rejected as in-
~ual1t1es for a nun: A) the ability to understand me;, B) the 
~bility to listen to my side or things; C) makes me feel she re-
~pects me and teenagers; D) tries to speak my language. that is• 
tries to speak in such a way as to help me understand; E) makes me 
Qual1t7 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 6 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RANK ASSIGNED TO THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUESTION V BY HIGH SCffOOL III 
Ranks 
30 
1 3 4 6 7 8 9 10 11 
23 21 9 10 2 2 2 3 1 0 1 
13 12 15 16 6 5 4 2 0 l 0 
5 ll 9 10 15 7 8 3 5 0 l 
4 3 5 3 8 7 14 11 0 7 .3 
1 2 3 4 4 6 9 19 11 10 5 
3 2 2 3 l 1 5 5 9 19 24 
0 6 7 4 11 1.3 7 9 8 5 4 
9 5 2 4 8 11 2 9 11 10 3 
0 0 4 1 0 0 1 2 13 21 32 
1 4 8 10 15 8 15 6 5 1 1 
15 8 10 9 5 14 6 5 2 0 0 
Note. •• '!'he total If is 74. 
feel good afte~ I talk to her; F) makes me want to be like her; 
_.· 
G) shows me a good sense of humorJ H) shows me she has balance and 
stability in her life; I} the ability to give up comfort; J) makes 
me feel she sees what I'm talking about J an.S:;It) makes me tee 1 I 'm 
worth something when I talk to her. A ~lance at tables 10, 11, 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 7 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RATING ASSIGNED TO THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUESTION IV BY HIGH SCHOOL I 
1 2 
3 0 
4 2 
5 1 
14 3 
16 6 
43 17 
13 6 
12 14 
53 23 
5 2 
3 1 
Ratings 
3 
31 
39 
30 
59 
50 
80 
65 
72 
67 
49 
27 
4 
19 130 
19 119 
22 125 
25 82 
27 84 
11 32 
32 67 
25 60 
16 21.~-
46 81 
28 124 
Note. ..... Foul:" pape!"s were rejected as incomplete. 
31 
Total 
183 
183 
183 
183 
183 
183 
183 
183 
18.3 
183 
183 
and 12 shows that the following five qualities !"ecei ved the high-
est !"atings by all three schools: A) the ability to unde!"stand me; 
B) the ability to listen to my side of things; 6) makes me feel 
she respects me and teenagers; J) makes me feel she sees what I'm 
talking about; and K) makes me feel I tm wo!"th sometly~"ng when I 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
p 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 8 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RATING ASSIGNED TO THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUESTION IV BY HIGH SCHOOL II 
Rating a 
1 2 3 4 
0 0 17 8 56 
1 l 12 9 58 
2 1 18 13 47 
8 2 31 15 25 
1 4 35 ll 24 
21 ll 37 4 8 
4 6 29 12 30 
4 2 28 17 30 
25 12 29 9 6 
2 2 19 24 34 
3 0 10 17 51 
32 
Total 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
8i 
81 
talk to her. All five above qualities received ratings above 4 
with the exception or quality J (makes me feel she sees what I•m 
talking about) whose mean rating by high school III was 3.90. 
Likewise, the following two qualities were consistently rated 
below 3 by all three schools: F) makes me want to be like her 
and I) the ability to give up comfort. The five qualities receiv• 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Note. 
Table 9 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RATING ASSIGNED TO THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUESTION IV BY HIGH SCHOOL III 
Ratings 
1 2 3 4 
1 3 12 7 47 
2 4 7 14 43 
2 6 13 13 36 
5 8 20 20 17 
7 11 31 13 8 
27 9 22 6 6 
4 '1 32 15 12 f 
2 5 25 14 24 
25 16 20 6 3 
0 3 26 16 25 
0 3 14 9 44 
-- Four papers were rejected as incomplete. 
33 
Total 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
70 
ing the highest mean ratings likewise tend to have the lowest 
variances. 
Tables 13, 
assigned to the 
14, and 15 present the frequencies n"" --- ·"' ,...ating 
~,sTow 
eleven qualities or question v ~ lii~h scn6~ . 
1 ......; LOYOLA U' l 
' llf\.11\/I:"OC I~ 
\ -
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 10 
MEAN RATINGS AND VARIANCES FOR TBE ELEVEN QUALITIES 
OF QUESTION IV BY HIGH SCHOOL I 
Computed Statistics 
~X ( "J:.X) 2 ~(X2) 
822 675684 3832 139.73 0.77 
796 633616 3642 179.61 0.99 
810 656100 37!56 170.75 0.94 
707 !~99849 3007 27r).58 1.51 
706 498!~36 3022 298.31 1.64 
521 271441 1807 323.72 1.23 
683 466!~89 2809 259.88 1.!~3 
656 430336 2616 264.44 l.lt-5 
484 2342r)6 1604 323.91 1.23 
745 555025 3215 182.08 1.00 
818 669124 3798 1!1-1. 59 0.77 
Mean 
h.49 
1+.35 
4.43 
3.92 
3.86 
2.85 
3.71 
3.58 
2.64 
4.07 
4·47 
I, II, and III respectively. These three tables should be viewed 
in conjunction with tables 16, 17, and 18 which present the vari-
ances and mean rati~s of the eleven qualities by hi~h schools I, 
II, and III respect! vely. The eleven qualities of question VI 
are the same eleven qua11 ties of questions IV and VI. The sdrls 
were asked to rate these eleven qualities in the same way as they 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 11 
MEAN RATINGS AND VARIANCES FOR THE ELEVEN QUALITIES 
OF QUESTION IV BY HIGH SCHOOL II 
Computed Statistics 
~ x ( ~x>2 ~(x2 > ~x2 
363 131769 1681 54.23 
365 133225 1707 62.25 
345 119025 1551 91.56 
290 84100 1160 !21.73 
28!~ 80656 llJJ~ 118.25 
210 44100 662 117.56 
291 84681 1231 185.56 
310 96100 1286 99.58 
202 1+0804 628 114.25 
329 108241 1417 80.69 
356 126736 1670 105.36 
Variance 
s2 
o.68 
0.78 
1.14 
1.52 
1.1~6 
l.l~7 
2.32 
1.21+ 
1.1+3 
1.01 
1.32 
Mean 
h .• 48 
4.51 
4.26 
3.55 
3.51 
2. 59 
3.71 
3.82 
2.49 
4.o6 
4.39 
rated those of question IV, that is, by assigning a number from 1 
to 5. In question VI they were asked to rate how much they found 
these various qualities in the average nun; in question IV they 
rated in similar fashion the desireabili ty of these same qual! ties 
for a nun. In question IV five of the qualit:!.es were rated above 
4: in question VI none of the qualities are rated as four. 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 12 
MEAN RATINGS AND VARIANCES FOR THE ELEVEN QUALITIES 
OF QUESTION IV BY HIGH SCHOOL III 
Computed Statistics 
2 X (.2 X) 2 ~(X2 ) ~ x2 
306 93636 lh.08 70.2h 
302 91204 1380 77.09 
285 81225 1251 119.21 
246 60516 962 97.49 
224 50176 738 21.20 
165 27225 507 116.07 
234 54756 860 77.77 
26., 
-" 
1071 82.87 
156 2lJ-336 !1-4-o 92.34 
273 74529 1127 62.30 
304 92416 1382 61.77 
Variance 
82 
1.02 
1.12 
1.73 
1.12 
0.31 
1.68 
1.13 
1.20 
1.34 
0.90 
0.88 
Mean 
1+. 37 
4.31 
4.07 
3. 51 
.3.20 
2.36 
3·34 
3.76 
2.2.3 
3.90 
4 . .34. 
A glance at tables 16, 17, and 18 shows a general lowering of all 
the qualities' mean ratings with the exception of quality I (the 
ability to give up comfort). Quality I was consistently rated 
higher by all three schools on question VI than it was on question 
IV. That is, quality I (the ability to p:ive up comfort) is found 
to a_:,significant ly greater extent in the average nun than its 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
}I, 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Note. 
Table 13 
FREQUENCY OF F.ACH RATING ASSIGNED '1'0 THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUF.STION VI BY HIGH SCHOOL I 
1 2 
23 23 
35 28 
29 19 
36 24 
35 34 
82 36 
26 29 
41 24 
30 9 
18 ;;.9 
20 18 
•• Six pape~s were 
Ratings 
3 
92 
79 
81 
77 
78 
38 
8e 
69 
71 
~3 
79 
rejected as 
4 
13 30 
18 21 
22 30 
16 28 
14 20 
9 16 
20 24 
21 26 
29 42 
21 30 
24 40 
incomplete. 
desireability tor the average nun. 
37 
Total 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 
181 
In the construction of the questionnaire a comparison of the 
mean ratings on questions IV and VI was planned. That ia, the 
difference between the mean ratings on questions IV and VI could 
Quality 
A 
B 
0 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 14 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RATING ASSIGNED TO THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUESTION VI BY HIGH SCHOOL II 
Ratinga 
1 2 3 4 
5 6 52 10 8 
12 19 37 7 6 
5 6 43 17 10 
15 10 34 12 10 
15 14 30 16 6 
33 17 25 1 s 
2 15 4o 13 11 
14 1 32 17 11 
10 1 22 17 25 
4 14 ~ 18 1 
1 9 30 22 13 
Total 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
81 
be tested for the significance of that difference. Tables 19, 20, 
and 21 present the mean of the differences and the corresponding 
values of t for each of the elvven qualities by high schools I, 
-
II, and III respectively. For the sake of ease of computation, 
only one hundred questionnaires fr-om hi~h school I wore used. 
These wer-e r-andomly pulled from the whole. Table 19 shows that 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
p 
('} 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Note. 
'!'able lS 
FREQUENCY OF EACH RA'f'ING ASSIGNED '00 THE ELEVEN 
QUALITIES OF QUESTION VI BY HIGH SCHOOL II I . 
Ratings 
1 2 3 4 
5 13 .38 9 6 
8 16 26 1.3 8 
4 10 33 18 6 
7 15 25 14 10 
17 17 26 10 1 
37 9 20 .3 2 
4 11 .34 14 8 
6 11 3.3 11 10 
9 13 20 10 19 
2 8 44 14 3 
3 12 33 6 17 
-· Three papers were rejected as incomplete. 
39 
'l'otal 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
71 
all the differences between the mean ratings by high school I on 
questions IV and VI are significant at the .001 level of signifi-
cance. One important note here is the fact that quality I (the 
ability to give up comfort) is significant in the opposite direc-
tion from all the other ten qualities. That is, the mean rating 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 16 
MEAN RATINGS AND VARIANCES FOR T~E ELEVEN QUALITIES 
OF QUESTION VI BY HIGH SCHOOL I 
Computed Statistics 
~X ( ~x) 2 Z(x2) ~ x2 
547 299209 1901 247.91 
505 255025 1671 262.02 
548 300304 1936 276.86 
519 269361 1781 292.82 
493 243049 1597 2"4.92 
384 147456 1112 297.93 
530 280900 1800 248.07 
510 260100 1741~ 306.98 
581 337561 2219 3t;4.02 
569 323761 2017 228.27 
589 346921 2187 270.31 
Variance 
82 
1.38 
1.1~5 
1.54 
1.63 
1.42 
1.65 
1.38 
1.71 
1.97 
1.27 
1.50 
Mean 
3.02 
2.79 
3.03 
2.87 
2.72 
2.12 
2.93 
2.82 
3.24 
).14 
3.25 
for quality I on question VI is significantly greater than the 
mean rating for quality I on question IV. In other words, quality 
I is actually found to a significantly greater extent than its de-
sireability. Table 20 presents the same data for hiRh school II, 
and all the mean differences are signifieant at the .001 level 
with the exception of quality F (makes me want to be like her) 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 17 
MEAN RATINGS AND VARIANCES FOR TqE ELEVEN QUALITIF~ 
OF QUESTION VI BY HIGH SCHOOL II 
Computed Statistics 
~X (~X) 2 ~(x2) ~x2 
253 64009 8t57 66.77 
219 47961 683 90.89 
264 69696 938 78.56 
235 55225 803 121.21 
227 51529 757 120.84 
171 29241 467 106.00 
259 67081 905 76.84 
21}7 61009 877 123.80 
283 80089 1133 145.25 
253 640 865 74.77 
268 71824 990 103.28 
Variance 
82 
o.83 
1.14 
0.98 
1.52 
1.51 
1.3.3 
0.96 
l.t;5 
1.82 
0.93 
1.29 
Mean 
3.12 
2.70 
).26 
2.90 
2.80 
2.11 
3.19 
3.04 
) •. 'tg 
3.12 
3.30 
~hich is, nevertheless, significant at the .01 level. Again 
quality I is significant in the opposite direction from all the 
other qualities. Table 21 presents the same data as above for 
~1gh school III. The mean difference for quality G (shows me a 
~ood sense of humor) is si@.'nificant for high schools I and II, but 
t is not sifZ!lificant for high school III. The difference between 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 18 
MEAN RATINGS AND VARIANCES FOR Ttffi ELEVEN QUALITIES 
OF QUESTIONS VI BY HIGH SCHOOL III 
Computed Statistics 
2. x ( ~x>2 ~(x2 ) ~x2 
211 4-4521 693 65.94 
210 44100 714 82.87 
225 50625 779 65.97 
218 47524 766 96.65 
174 30276 504 77.58 
137 18769 351 86.65 
224 50176 778 71.30 
221 488ltl 773 85.30 
230 52900 876 130.93 
221 48841 729 !~1.10 
235 55225 829 51.18 
Variance 
82 
0.93 
1.18 
0.94 
1.38 
1.11 
1.24 
1.02 
1.22 
1.87 
o. 59 
0.73 
Mean 
2.97 
2.96 
3.17 
3·07 
2.45 
1.93 
3.15 
3.11 
3.24 
3.11 
3.31 
the mean ratings for quality G by high school III is the only case 
~n which the difference between the mean ratings on questions IV 
and VI is not significant. Quality D (tries to speak my langua~e, 
that is, tries to speak to me in such a way as to help me under-
stand) is sip.nificant at the .05 level; quality F (makes me want 
to be like her),. at the .,01 level; all the other qualities, at 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
II II 
43 
Table 19 
SI,GNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BE'!'WEEN MEAN RATINGS 
OF QUESTIONS IV AND VI FOR HIGH SCHOOL I 
2:D ~n2 SD t 
147 361 1.47 1.21 12.15**'· 
159 465 1.59 1.46 10.89**'"' 
150 432 1.50 1.45 10.34*** 
88 294 .88 1.48 5.95*** 
108 328 1.08 1.46 7.4o*.,..,. 
63 323 .63 1.69 3-73*** 
68 258 .68 1.46 4.66*** 
67 287 -.67 1.57 4.23*** 
--73a 333 -•·73a 1.68 )+· 35*** • 
91 283 .91 1.!~2 6. 41-IH•* -
121 373 1.21 1. 51 8.01*** 
Note. 
-- With a total N' of 100 pairs there are 99 degreea 
of freedom. 
*** Significant at the .001 alpha level of significance for 
nondirectional teats. 
a Quality I is significant in the opposite direction from 
all of the~other qualities. 
Table 20 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN RATINGS 
OF QUESTIONS IV AND VI FOR HIGH SCHOOL II 
44 
Quality 2D E_Dl SD t 
A 108 254 1.35 1.17 10.27*-~"* 
B 148 422 1.85 1.37 12. 02*•:to* 
c 82 231 1.03 1.36 6.74"~3-* 
D 53 239 .66 1.61 3.67*** 
E 57 235 .71 1. 57 4.02*** 
F 1+1 175 .51 1.39 3.25** 
G 51 169 .64 1.31 4-33~·* 
H 67 215 .84 1.42 5.26*** 
I --81. 299 --1.01• 1.66 5.42iHMo a 
J 79 201 ·99 1.24 7.11 *"!..,. 
K 89 259 1.11 1.12 8.82*-l.~ 
Note. 
-- With a total N' of 80 pairs there are 79 degrees 
of freedom. 
~~ Significant at the .01 alpha level of significance for 
nondireotional tests. 
~H· ' · · Significant at the • 001 alpha level of si,gnificance for 
nondirectional tests. 
a Quality I is significant in the opposite direction from 
all of the other qualities. 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
Table 21 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN RATINGS 
OF QUESTION IV AND VI FOR HIGH SCHOOL III 
~D 
113 
116 
79 
31 
50 
42 
20 
275 1.61 
305 1.66 
235 1.13 
170 .44 
146 • 71 
191 .60 
168 • 29 
llt-8 • 69 
287 --1.27a 
155 1.04 
228 1.19 
1.16 
1.28 
1.49 
1.50 
1.26 
1.55 
1. 53 
1.67 
1. 59 
1.37 
45 
t 
11.62~~ 
10.85*** 
6. 35iH~* 
2.46* 
1+. 72*** 
3.24** 
1.59 
3.46·~!-* 
6. 6gi"** a 
7 2?·*1Hf. 
• - f 
Note. -- With a total 
of freedom. 
N' of 70 pairs there are 69 degrees 
* Significa.n.t at the .. 05 alpha level of siRnifieance for 
nondireetional tests. 
** Significant at the .01 alpha level of significance for 
nondirectional tests. 
iHI* Significant at the .001 alpha level of significance for 
nondirectional tests. 
a Quality I is significant in the opposite direction from 
all of the other qualities. 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
It 
'!'able 22 
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN MEAN RATINGS 
OF QUESTIONS IV AND VI 
I 
Question 
IV VI 
4.49 3.02 
4.35 ?·79 
~~.43 3.03 
3-92 2.87 
3.86 2.72 
2.85 2.12 
3.71 2.93 
3.58 2.82 
2.64 3.24 
4.07 3.14 
4.47 3.25 
High Schools 
II 
.Question 
IV VI 
4.48 3•12 
L._. 51 2.70 
4.26 3.26 
3.55 2.90 
3. 51 2.80 
2.59 2.11 
3.71 3-19 
3.82 3.04 
~.49 3-49 
4.06 3.12 
4.39 3.30 
III 
Question 
IV VI 
4.37 2.97 
4·31 2.96 
4.07 3.17 
3.51 3.07 
3.20 2.45 
2.36 1.93 
3.34 3.15 
3.76 3.11 
2.;n 3.24 
3.90 )ell 
4.34 .3.31 
the .001 level. Again for high school III, quality (the ability 
to give up comfort) is si~nif1cant in the opposite direction from 
all the other qual! ties. 
Table 22 ahows at a glance the mean ratings of the qualities 
for both questions IV and VI and for all three schools. Table 23 
Table 23 
RANK OF THE ELEVEN QUALITIES ACCORDING TO MF~N RATING 
Quality 
A 
B 
c 
D 
E 
F 
G 
H 
I 
J 
K 
I 
Question 
IV VI 
1 5 
4 9 
3 4 
6 7 
7 10 
10 11 
8 6 
9 8 
11 2 
5 3 
2 1 
High Schools 
II 
Question 
IV VI 
2 5.5 
1 10 
4 3 
8 8 
9 9 
11 11 
7 4 
6 7 
10 1 
5 5.5 
3 2 
In 
Question 
IV VI 
1 8 
3 9 
4 3 
7 7 
9 10 
10 11 
8 4 
6 5.5 
11 2 
5 5. 5 
2 1 
shows in rank-form these same mean ratinps for all three schools. 
With the mean ratings converted into ranks on table 23 it is in-
teresting to note that quality F maintains approximately the same 
rank for both questions IV and VI; yet the difference between mean 
ratings is significant at the .001 level for high school I and at 
the .01 level for high schools II and III. 
48 
The mean ratings for the qualities on questions IV and VI are 
~hown in graph-form on figures 1, 2, and 3 for hi~h schools I, I!, 
~d III respectively. All the granhs show again the largest be-
~ween the five points corresponding to the five qualities receiv-
ing the highest ratings on question IV. That is, between qualitie1 
'A, B, C, J, and K. The graphs also clearly show:· the switch in 
direction for quality I. 
Thus, for the most part, there are significant differences 
between the mean ratings on question IV and the mean ratings on 
question VI. In other words, the ~irls tend to rate these quali-
ties as sipnif1cantly more desireable than they actu~ly find them 
in the average nun. All these qualities with the exception of 
quality I (the ability to pive up comfort) are highly personable 
qualities and mi~ht even be characterized as counselling qualities 
~he girls are clearly asking to see more of these in the nuh. Yet, 
~t the same time, it must be remembered that these qualities are 
~articularly appealinp to the adolescent girl seeking un~erstand­
~ng in her stru~gle for adulthood. How much of this significant 
difference lies in the nuns as such is impossible to say, since we 
do not know how these same adolescent Rirls would rate other 
teachers, for instance. Yet the cry for these personable, human 
qualities is definitely there. Because of the special train!~ and 
formation period required of nuns it is not out of the ordinary to 
expect these qualities to a greater extent in nuns than in other 
5 -
4 
3 
1 
Figure 1 
GRAPHED MEAN RATINGS ON QUESTIONS IV AND VI 
FOR HIGH SCHOOL I 
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Figure 2 
GRAPHED MEAN RATINGS ON QUESTIONS IV AND VI 
FOR HIGH SCHOOL II 
Question IV 
~ 
Question VI 
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Figure 3 
GRAPHED MEAN RATINGS ON QUESTIONS IV A~ID VI 
FOR HIGH SCHOOL III 
Question IV 
Question VI 
A B c D E F G H I 
Qualities 
J K 
teachers. Yet it is rea0ily al1mi~ted that these human and pe:rson-
able qualities have been overlooked in the various format:l.on T)!'O-
grams for nuns. 'l.''he siEtnificant differences between the mean rat-
ings on questions IV and VI surely point up the need for a ~reater 
expression of these qualities on the part of nuns. 
Stlll another question can be asked about the mean ratings of 
the qualities on questlons !'1 and VI. On question TV, for o;zmtple' 
are there any significant differences between the mean ra'~inms of 
the three schools. All three schools are independent sa:1ples, and 
before the significance of the difference between means could be 
tested, it had to be detemined whether or not the statistical 
means from the samples (the schools) could be treated as havinR 
!been obtained from parent populations w:l th equal variances. That 
is, the homogeneity of variances had to be tested. For this, the 
F statistic was used. Since only the critical values of the upper 
end of the F sampling distributions are ordinarily used in a test 
of homogeneity of variance, the alpha probability values are 
doubled to .10, .02, and .002 instead of the usual .05, .01, and 
• 001. If homogeneity of variance could be assumed on the basis of 
the F statistic, the ! test for significance of difference between 
means was used. If homop:enei ty of variance could not be assumed, 
the A test for significance of differences between means was 
~sed (Peatman, pp. 294-297). The F statistics and values of t 
-
and A for the significance of the differences between the ratings 
Table 24 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOLS I AND.II 
ON T~ ~lEAN RATINGS OF QUEST70N IV 
Quality Variance Mean t 
I II I II 
A .77 .68 4.49 4.48 1.13 ·09 
B 
·99 .78 l~. Jt) 4.51 1.27 1.27 
c 
·94 1.14 4.43 4.26 1.21 1.31 
D 1.51 1.52 3.92 3.5.5 1.01 2.3l'tfo 
E 1.64 1.46 3.86 3.51 1.12 2.1.3 .. 
F 1.23 1.47 2.85 2.l)9 1.20 1.74 
G 1.43 2 • .32 ,3.71 .3.71 1.628 
----
H 1.45 . 1.24 3.')8 3.82 1.17 1.56 
I 1.2.3 1.43 2.64 2.49 1.16 1.02 
J 1.00 1.01 4.07 '+·06 1.01 .oa 
K .77 1 • .32 4.47 4-39 1.7lb .56 
* Significant at the .05 alpha level of sip,nificance for 
nondirectional teats. 
a Significant at the .10 alpha level of significance for 
nondirectional tests. 
b Significant at the .02 alpha level of ai~nificance for 
nondireotional testa. 
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'l'able 25 
SIGNIFI.OANT DIFFERENCES BE'.l'WEEN HIGH SCHOOLS I AND III 
ON THE .MEAN RATINGS OF QUESTION IV 
·Quality "V;ariance Mean p .t z 
t:. III I III 
A .77 1.02 4.49 4.37 1.32 .95 
B 
·99 . 1.12 4-35 4.31 1.13 .29 
' 1.84a • ~ .94 1.73 ll-.43 4.07 2.08 
I··.· D 1.,5).,. 1.12 3.92 3.51 1.35 2 .. !52** 
.E 1 .. 64 .. 31 3.86 3.20 b 5 .. 29 11.46~ 
1··. 
F 1.23 1.68 2.85 2.36 1 .. 37 )..06-rHt 
': . G 1·.43 1.13 3 .. 71 3-34 1.27 . * 2·.31 
H 1.45 1.20 3.58 3.76 1·.21 1.11 
I 1.23 1.34 2,64 2.23 1.09 2.65** 
J 1.oo .. 9o 4.07 3.90 1.11 1.25 
K .77 .88 4-47 4·34 1.14 1.06 
* Significant at the .05 alpha level of significance :for 
nondirectional testa. 
** . Sip:niffcant at the .01 alpha level of sip:nificance for-
nondirectionaJ. tests. 
-~HI>* 
· Significant at the .001 alpha level of significance for 
nondireotional tests. 
a Significant at the .02 alpha level of Sifl!lifica:1ce T'or 
nondireotional tests. 
b Significant at the .oo:? t~lpha level of s1p:n1f1cance for-
nondirectional tests. 
Table 26 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BE'l'WEEN HIGH SCHOOLS II AJ\ID III 
ON THE MEAN RATINGS OF QUESTIOn IV 
Quality Variance Mean F t z 
II III II III 
A .68 1.02 4-48 4·37 1. 50a .72 
B .78 1.12 4.51 4-31 1.1~~ 1.28 
c 1.14 1.73 4.26 lJ.. 07 l.t)2a .96 
D 1.52 1.12 3. S'? 3.51 1.36 .22 
E 1.46 .31 3· 51 ).20 4.71c 2.07* 
F 1.!~7 1.68 2. 59 2.36 1.14 1.14 
G 2.32 1.13 3.71 3.34 2.05b 1.75 
H 1.24. 1.20 3.82 3.76 1.03 
·33 
I 1.43 1.34 2.49 2.23 1.07 1.37 
J 1.01 .90 3.06 3.qo 1.12 1.01 
K 1.32 • 88 4.39 1~. 34 l.t)oa .29 
* Significant at the .05 alpha level of significance for 
nondirectional tests. 
a Significant at the .10 alpha level of significance for 
nondirectional tests. 
b Significant at the .02 alpha level of sip:nificance for 
nondirectional tests. 
c Significant at the .002 alpha level of significance for 
nondirectional tests. 
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on the eleven qualities of question IV for the three schools are 
presented in tables 24, 25, and 26. 
Table 24 shows that there is a significant difference at the 
.05 level between high schools I and II on qualities D and E. 
~able 25 shows even more significant differences between high 
schools I and III on their mean ratinp:s of the qual! ties foi' 
question IV. Quality E is significant at the .001 level; qualitie 
ID, F, and I, at the • 01 level; qualities C and G, at the • 05 
level. Table 26 shows only one significant difference between 
fhigh schools II and III; the difference between the mean ratings 
for quality E is significant at tb.o • 05 level. 
The same procedure was followed in testin;; the significance 
of the differences between the three schools on thai!' mean ratings 
of the qualities fo:t- questiQn; VI. These statistics a-r•e presented 
in tables 27, 28, and 29. A. glance at these last three tables in-
dicates that there are no significant differences between the 
schools on theii' mean ratings of the qualities for- question VI. 
Thus there is no significant variation among the thr-ee schools in 
their rating of how much they find these qualities in the average 
nun. On the other hanfl, there were differences amonR the three 
schools in the!r ratings of the desireabili ty of these qualities 
for a nun. This is undoubtedly related to the subjectivism of the 
girls rating the desireability of these qualities. Because of the 
Table 27 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOLS I AND II 
ON THE MEAN RATINC~ OF QUESTION VI 
Quality Variance l.fean F t z 
I II I II 
A 1.)8 .83 3.02 ).12 1.66b .75 
B 1.45 1.1l~ 2.79 2.70 1.27 • 58 
c 1.')4 .98 ).OJ ).26 1. r:;7& 1.60 
D 1.63 1.52 2.87 2.90 1.07 1.6~ 
E 1.42 l.r:;l 2.72 2.80 1.06 .49 
F 1,65 1.33 2.12 2,11 1.24 .o6 
G 1,)8 .96 2.93 ).19 1.41t. 1.73 
H 1.71 1.55 2.82 ).04 1.04 1.27 
I 1,97 1.82 ).24 ).lJ-9 1.08 1.34 
J 1,27 .93 ).14 ).12 1.37 .14 
K 1,50 1.29 3.25 J.JO 1.16 • 31 
a Signi~icant at the .10 alpha level of aigni~icance tor 
nondirectional tests. 
b Significant at the .02 alpha level o~ significance ~or 
nondirectional testa. 
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Table 28 
SI(}NIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HIGH SCHOOLS I AND III 
ON THE MFAN RATINGS OF QUESTION VI 
Quality Variance Mean F t z 
I III I rn 
A 1.38 .93 3.02 2.97 1.48& .3, 
B 1.45 1.18 2.79 2.96 1.23 1.02 
c 1 •. 54 
-94 3.03 3.17 1.64& .95 
D 1.63 1.38 2.87 3.07 1.18 1.13 
E 1.42 1.11 2.72 2.45 1.28 1.66 
F 1.65 1.24 2.12 1.9.3 1 • .33 1.09 
G 1.38 1.02 2.93 3.1$ 1.35 1.,38 
H 1.71 1.22 2.82 ).11 1.40 1.64 
I 1.97 1.87 3.24 3.24 1.05 
----· 
J 1.27 .59 3.14 3.11 2.1~ .24 
K 1.50 .73 3.25 3.31 2.05b .44 
a Significant at the .10 alpha level of significance fo~ 
nondirectional testa. 
b Significant at the .002 alpha level of si~nificance fo~ 
nondirectional tests. 
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Table 29 
SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCES BETVITEEN HIOH SCHOOLS II AND III 
ON THE MEAN RATirlfGS OF QUESTION VI 
Quality Variance Mean F t z 
II III II III 
A .83 
·93 3.12 2.97 1.12 1.01 
B 1.14 1.18 2.70 2.96 1. ol~ 1.1~9 
c .98 
-94 3.26 3.17 1.04 .57 
D 1.52 1.38 2.90 3.01 1.10 .88 
E 1.51 1.11 2.80 2.45 1.36 1.89 
F 1.33 1.24 2.11 1.93 1.07 .97 
G .96 1.02 3.19 3.15 1.06 .25 
H l.S5 1.22 3. ol+ 3.11 1.27 
-37 
I 1.82 1.87 3.49 3.24 1.03 1.14 
J .93 .59 3.12 3.11 1.S'88 .07 
K 1.29 .73 3.30 3.31 1.77a .o6 
a Significant at the .10 alpha level of significance for 
nondirect1onal tests. 
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uniformity of ratings by all three schools on question VI and the 
significant differences between the ratings on questions IV and 
VI, there would seem to a demand for the more personable and 
understanding qualities in the nun. 
Question VII asked the girls to state in one sentence the 
reason or reasons why more young girls were not enter.tn~ the con-
vent. It is difficult to classify their answers into meaningful 
categories than can still carry the full import of their attitudes 
For this reason, all the responses are recorded verbatim in the 
appendix. By reading through all these, one can get the full 
flavor of the adolescent girl's attitude to convent life. Yet 
certain themes are predominant, and these can be briefly mentioned 
Many mention that most girls prefer marriage and motherhood, and 
this would be expected. Yet a disturbingly large amount mention 
!nuns themselves as the reason why more young girls are not enter-
ing the convent. The girls mention nuns' attitudes, the ways nuns 
treat them, the ways nuns look at the world, the way nuns act, etc 
~here is likewise mention that there is no freedom, independence, 
and humanness in the convent. Materialism and lack of sacrifice 
are mentioned a number of times too. Browsing through the respons· 
es in the appendix is still the best way to catch the total pic-
ture. 
CHAPTER VI 
SUMMARY 
This study set out to ascertain adolescent girls' opinions of 
the sisterhood or the image of a nun to an adolescent girl. In 
particular, this study focused on some human qualities as seen in 
nuns by adolescent girls and likewise their reaction to and view 
of girls who enter the convent. 
For this purpose a questionnaire, comprised or seven question, 
was administered to some 242 junior and senior girls in three dif-
ferent Detroit area high schools. The sample was made up of 
approximately equal numbers of junior and senior girls from the 
three schools. 187 questionnmres were cimpleted by junior and 
senior girls from high school I, a co-educational high school with 
an enrollment of approximately 800 students representing some 
fifty different parishes. High schools II and III were both all 
girls high schools with enrollments of approximately 950 and 750 
respectively. 81 questionnaires were completed by high school IIJ 
74, by high school III. Nuns comprised the majority or the fac-
ulty for all th~e high schools which are geo~aphically scattered 
within the Detroit area. The parents of the girls are socio-eco-
nomically middle class with the parents of the girls of hi~h 
school I somewhat lower on the socio-economic scale than those of 
hig:h scl\ools II and III. 
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Question I asked the girls what their reaction would be it 
~heir sister decided to become a nun. They were given the five 
following kinds of reactions and asked to check the one closest 
to their ownl a) encoura~te her, but remind her that it's her de-
cision; b) strongly discourage her and try to talk her out ot it; 
f~ be opposed to the inea; c) stront!',ly Hncourage her and try to 
L' 
keep her thinking alO!lP- these lines; d) r1iscourage her, tell her 
to go easy and slow down; to think it over very carefully; tell 
~er to wait a while; e) neither encoura~e or discourage her: it's 
~er decision; it's her life. These rea~tions were worded in such 
a way as to imply a scale of negativism-positivism ranging from 
~n~a-two through zero to plus-two. That is, reaction ~ was con-
sidered as minus-two on the scaleJ reaction d, as minus-one; re-
-
action ~~ as zero or neutral; reaction ~ as plus-one; and reactiol 
!• as plus-two. 
The majority of the responses tell into reactions a and d 
- -
with .)88 and .465 percent of the responses respectively. On the 
negativism-positivism scale this means that the two greatest ten-
dencies were to be neutral and slightly positive to the idea ot 
the girls' sisters becoming a nun. 
Questions II and III asked the girls to compare themselves to 
girls who enter the convent. On question II they were given the 
following three possibilities of comparison: a) are like me, for 
the most part; b) are slightly different from me; o) are very 
much different from me. Question III asked the same question but 
"'ith these possible answers: a) look at thinp.s slightly different 
~rom me; b) look at things as I do; c) look at things very dif-
ferently than I do. Question III introduced the phrase, "look at,' 
so that the girls could compare themselves to girls entering the 
aonvent on the basis of outlook or approach. On question II the 
percentages of responses for reactions a, b, and c were .419, .330, 
- - -
and .251 respectively. On question III they were .561, .212, and 
.227. The percentages for question II show that only .419 percent 
of the girls consider girls entering the convent the same as them-
selves, and on question III only .212 percent agree that girls 
entering the convent look at things as they themselves do. Thus, 
the girls in this sample definitely see girls who enter the con-
~ent as different from themselves as well as different in their 
putlook. 
Questions IV, V, and VI introduced the following eleven qual-
~ties or characteristics: A) the abilit-;r to u.nderstand me; B) thE 
~bill ty to listen to my side of things; C) makes me feel she re-
~pects me and teenagers; D) tries to speak my language, that is, 
~ries to speak to me in such a way as to help me understand; 
~) makes me feel good after I talk to her; F) makes me want to 
be like her; G) shows me a good sense of humor; H) shows me she 
nas balance and stability in her life, i.e., an even manner of lifE 
and not moody; I) the ability to give up comfort; J) makes me 
feel she sees what I'm talking about; K) makes me feel I'm worth 
something when I talk to her. On question IV the girls were asked 
to rate the deaireability of these qualities by assigning numbers 
.from 1 to !),(i.e. from least to most) to each of the qualities. 
On question V they were asked to rank these same qualities in the 
order of their desireability·for a nun. Finally, question VI 
asked them to rate the extent to which they found these same qual-
ities in the average nun. 
When the girls ranked these qualities, qualities A, B, C, and 
K were the most popular. When the qualities were rated tor their 
deaireability on question IV, the following five were ranked above 
~: A) the ability to understand me; B) the ability to listen to 
~y side of thingsJ C) makes me feel she respects me and teenagers 
J) makes me feel she sees what I •m talking about; and K) makes me 
feel I•m worth something when I talk to her. 
On question VI where the girls rated the extent to which they 
found these same qualities in the average nun, none of the qual-
ities was rated above 4. Also, all the mean ratings for question 
IV are significantly different from the mean ratings for question 
~I. All the qualities are desired si~nificantly more than they 
are actually found with the exception ot quality I (the ability to 
give up comfort). This last quality is significant in the oppo-
site directlon from all the rest, that is, it is found to a signif 
icantly greater extent than it is desired. In short, the girls 
want to see more of these qual! ties, best ol1aracterized as person-
able or counsellin.p: qualities, in nuns titan they actr1ally are ex-
periencing them today. 
It should also be noted that there are significant difference• 
~etween the three high schools on their ratings of the qualities 
on question IV but that there are no significant differences be-
tween the schools on the ratings of question VI. That is, there 
is variability among the schools in rating the desireability of 
the qualities but no significant variability in their rat!np-s of 
the extent to which they actu&ly find these qualities in nuns. 
Question VII asked the girls to state in one sentence the 
reason or reasons why more young girls do not enter the convent. 
~he answers are many sided and varied, but the most frequently 
~!ted reason is that of the nuns themselves. That is, the way 
th~ act, their attitunes, etc. The spirit of materialism and the 
~ack of sacrifice today are likewise mentioned frequently. Ignor-
pf the meaning of religious life is evident. 
The purpose of this study was to focus on the adnlescent 
girl's ima~e of the nun with some emphasis on human qualities. 
On the basis of this study it must be said that the Etirls definite 
ly want to see more of these human and personable qualities in 
nuns. This is evident in the way the Rirls rated the qualities 
in questions IV and VI and it is also evident in their spontaneous 
answers to question VII, where nuns themselves were the most fre-
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quently cited reason for mo~e girls not entering the convent. 
Since this is the case, the image of a nun is not appealing to the 
adolescent girl. 
In conclusion, if renewal in religious life is to be meaning-
ful, more emphasis will have to be put on the development of more 
human and personable qualities in the period of religious forma-
tion and training. It will be only in meeting more personable 
nuns that the contemporal"'y image of nuns will change. And if this 
imap:e does not change, the numbers of nuns gradually diminish and 
the present day structure of religious life for women will eventu• 
ally die. 
APPENDIX 67 
VERBA~IM RESPONSES TO QUES~ION VII 
IUgh School I 
I don't think there's enough good examples around for us to follow. 
There are less teanage girls becoming nuns because of how the nun act today. 
The girls are discourage by the actions of the present sister in the community. 
I feel that there are less girls becoming nuns because their image is being 
undid by themselves. 
I think more girls would enter the convent if the rules were a little less 
severe and nuns and sisters were in more contact with the outside world 
as priests are. 
I really don't know but I feel that because in school many nuns act moody or 
like they don't have much fun, I feel that becoming a nun does not seem 
very appealing to many people at all. 
Girls are not becoming sisters today is because of the limitations and rules 
set in the orders. 
More girls don't become nuns or sisters because they are subjected to the type 
of treatment as in section VI of this paper and are afraid to become 
anything like that. 
Since our school is really limited to almost all old nuns who are continually 
yelling at us and who don't understand us, I'm sure no girl at our school 
would want to spend the rest of her life with them. 
More ~irls aren't becoming nuns because they feel that it is old-fashioned 
(dress?) and because there are so many tempting things in what they feel 
is the outside world. 
More young girls are not becoming nuns because of the examples set by the nuns 
we see and know. 
More girls don't look up to nuns, they see no real goal in becoming a nun, and 
they don't realize the humaness of nuns, because nuns don't display it. · 
Girls now can become teachers and not have to be nuns, they also probably think 
nuns are to strict for their liking. 
Because of the bad impression that we have of nun's way of life and her general 
attitude toward people other than religious. 
Young girls do not want to become nuns because they notice that the majority of 
nuns are bitties and they feel they would be happier in the married state. 
One reason for girls not entering is the funny outlook they have on life and 
the younger generation after being in the convent for many years. 
Because of the nuns and sisters that we know, they are moody and some very old. 
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~any girls become disillusioned after coming in contact with most of the nuns 
the convents have been seming out to teach. 
~una are too closed in and seem to have lost contact with reality. They 
generally can't control boys and shouldn't teach them because most guys 
have no respect for them. · 
~eoause we see wba. t they are like, am we don't want tha. t kind of life. 
~here are not m~ young girls becoming nuns, because the. sisterhood does not 
offer things that appeal to a young girl. 
Because first most girls form their opinion from one nun in particular and the 
one in this school is really a crazy one and that's where most form their 
opinion--at least I wouldn't go because of her and I hate homemaking too. 
fA girl wants to be an imividual With emotions and not pious; but I think this 
is being overcome today. 
Girls today feel that nuns don't know what the 'WOrld is all about and thus 
don't want to give up the things they have and will have in later years. 
Some sisters and nuns make the job look hard and difficult, their attitude 
toward you makes you disapprove of their life. 
~ore young girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because of experiences they 
have had With them and the examples they give to them. 
Girls don.•:t·' l.i~e, to give up the pleasure like being a mother, home, a husband. 
They don't WD.nt to give up a family and having children. 
One reason why more girls aren't becoming nuns is tha. t I think moe t girls 
would rather get married and have a family. 
I think it is because girls find it very difficult to give up their privileges 
as a woman to get married and have children, etc. unless they have had a 
strong sense of devotion to God and feel they are being called by Him. 
Some of the reasons why there aren't more young girls entering the convent are: 
most girls of today want to have a family and be mothers• girls today have 
more of a worldly way of thinking than of years ago, girls don't want to 
give up anything of life like marriage etc., most girls don't really under• 
stand the convent and think it's like a prison. 
They would rather get married and raise a family of their own. 
Well, most girls I think today, want all the pleasures out of life, like 
clothes, homes, families, husbands, and other forms of outside life. 
Their feeling for God does not exceed their desire for natural wants; husband, 
children as their own. 
I feel most girls don't •••• ! think that many girls don't become nun or sisters 
because they don't want to give up the idea of marriage and children. 
I think the main reason is that moe t girls want to get married and have 
children, and, by being a nun, they can't fulfill their lifelong ambition. 
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I feel most girls are afraid. to give up a life of marriage, children and love 
that a mother and wife should give. 
The reason more young girls are oot becoming nuns is because they rather get 
married and have children. 
In my opinion I would rather marry for the love stability and greatness of 
having my own children rather than to be singled and shut off without any 
independence which is a necessity of life. 
Because a lot of girls now have a lot more to look forward too ••• having a 
family, etc. 
Young girls today want to get out into the business world and some day get 
married and have children. 
From my own porsonal point of view, in the world today, I think many girls 
prefer raising a family to a life with otter nuns and other people's 
children. 
Most of the girls today have careers and a lot get married, there are many 
teenage marriages. The girls now-a-days don't care much about religious 
life, they'd rather get married and raise a family. 
Convent life just doesn't appeal to some girls becauae they would prefer to get 
married and raise children. 
Because they are not allowed to marry and have children. 
Girls want to have a family and keep good friends. 
Be.cauae they feel a need to be mothers and wives ani will mt be able to serve 
God with all their hearts if they were to become a nun. 
Because I believe many girls would rather get married and have their own 
children. 
I believe that young girls aren't becoming nuns because they want to get 
married and have babies. 
I think more young girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because they feel 
they would be happier married and they also find it difficult to give up 
the pleasures of life. 
They rather get married. 
Because I think moe t girls would someday like to be married and raise a family. 
Fewer girls are becoming sisters because love is being stressed in this day and 
age, and being human, loving a man is a personal, human relationship. 
I feel there are few vocations to the sisterhood because the vows and rules 
that go with the life are too strict and demanding. 
Because everyone makes it sound like a convent is a prison. 
The reason more young girls aren't becoming muns is because of the hard life 
they have to face and very few girls wish to endeavor this. 
Young girls are not becoming nuns and sisters because the life is not an easy 
one and they feel they don't want to be one. 
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Most girls are agraid to become nuns because of today's society and the 
mockery or shame people put on them, and also today's generation is muoh 
different and most girls aren't willing to sacrifice to God the things 
sisters may sacrifice. 
There are too many young girls who are too selfish to give up the pleasures of 
secular li~e to join a convent. 
In my opinion most girls are afraid to take that step to see if that's the 
life for them, for fear of too much sacrifice. 
Because the less interest, and they have higher ability in High School at 
other jobs they like and continue doing this. In being a nun all yoti. do 
is talk and be taught by them unless you take a special interest and look 
into it further. 
The reason there aren't more girls becoming nuns is because they don't want to 
make the sacrifice need to become one, the world now adays has too much 
to offer them and the convent, nothing, some think. 
More girls refrain from becoming nuns because, they aren't willing to surrender 
the pleasures of the world, in order to have the "burden of a religious." 
Because it's a lot of hard work and plenty of studying. 
Most young girls have a lot to live for. And being a nun means a lot of 
sacrifice. 
I think because of how strict their rules are. 
Because the rules are strict in a sense, they are not with the people such as 
they can't go out to ball games, in other words they're just out. 
More young girls aren't becoming nuns because the life is too strict and most 
girls can't take a hard strict life like that. 
Because I feel they are to cloistered. 
Some orders are too strict and young girls aren't ready to give up their com-
fort in life. 
I don't think there are more girls becoming nuns or sisters because girls now 
a days don't want to give up the things that a nun would have to give up. 
Because they might feel there is not much freedom in being a nun, you have to 
take orders, you are not your own boss. 
I think there aren't more girls becoming nuns or sisters because many just 
don't want to limit themselves. 
Too many girls feel that religious life is too demanding, they have to give up 
too many things. 
Because I think teen-agers have to much to giveup, therefore they think there 
better off. 
They don't become nuns because they don't want to leave home. 
Perhaps its because they ••• there isn't enough generous people in this world. 
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Theres not enough people trying to encourage a girl into the sisterhood. 
Because they feel they will be living a sheltered life entirely away from the 
rest of the world. 
Because most girls don't think their religious enough. 
I don't think enough girls are devoted to their religion enough to want to 
become nuns. 
The idea is pushed upon us too much. 
I don't feel the religious vocation is brought up as much as it could, there-
fore encouraging many girls who might have the vocation but just needs a 
little pushing. 
To many other pleasures for girls instead of gping to a convent, nowadays girls 
prefer fun instead of helping God. 
Becaus of the changing times, which the teenagers Change with. 
I think that young girls don't realize they have vocations because our world 
is so materialized and they are afraid. 
I think more young girls aren't becoming sisters because they don't want to 
give up the pleasures of life such as money, boys, popularity, etc. 
Few girls are willing to give up worldly pleasures and family security to 
become a nun. 
I don't think there are more girls becoming nuns because I think most girls 
just want to have a good time and go out a lot. 
Because they feel that they have to give up to much of their worldly possession 
to enter the convent. 
I think most girls will feel tha. t they are giving up to much pleasure and 
won't be accepted. 
I think because most of them are affraid to and because some of them don't 
want to give up all the things she could have if she wasn't a nun. 
The average girl likes to do things and go places, and the world has alot of 
this to offer her. 
More girls are not becoming nuns because of the fast trend in the world today. 
There aren't more nuns or sisters today because of the effect on our changing 
world and changing times. 
Most young girls don't want to be nuns because they feel they have so much in 
life to look forward to and they can't see giving it all up for nothing. 
There are too many things to give up and not enough faith. 
There aren't more young girls becoming nuns because they've lost interest, 
no one stresses this as a vocation anymore, and there are many social 
pleasures put on girls today. 
The reason is because the average girl doesn't want to give up all l~r 
pleasures, fun (or what have you) to become a nun. 
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More young girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because a nuns life is too 
boring and a lay life is more enjoyable and has more pleasures. 
Because they can't bring themselves to give up worldly things. 
Girls nowadays are interested in different things than becoming nuns or sisters 
things like secretarial work, other jobs and getting married. 
I think it has something to do with today's environment and conditions. 
I feel many girls are too wrapped up in the outside world. 
Girls feel they can not take the religious life and couldn't give up worldly 
possessions. 
The evils of materialism are too tempting. 
Girls today are too selfish and uninformed-selfish to give up comfort and 
uninformed to know that a convent is not a jail. 
It's because their looking for something different in their life. 
I think there aren't more girls who want to enter the convent today because 
everyone is so materialistic that it's hard to give up everything to live 
in the state of poverty. 
More young girls aren't becoming nuns because of all they feel they'd be 
missing in society. 
I feel that less girls are joining the convent. because there are more opportu-
nities offered outside of it. 
I think its because you have to sacrifice so much when you enter the oonvent. 
We find it hard to give up the material goods in life. 
Young girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because today there are more 
opportunities and a wider selection of careers in the world~ 
I realy dont know 
Many, I suppose, don't want to give up their material things, not that they 
don't love God more, it's just the luxuries they may have had all through 
their lives. 
Because there is so much gOing on in the world (beauty?) they might refuse 
God's call. 
I really couldn't say, because I don't have any idea myself. 
I think it's because there's to many luxeries and material things that girls 
care for. 
Because there's too much emphasis on material things and it's hard to forget 
about those things and pray. 
Girls aren't becoming nuns because it means they have to give up their sex 
life and nowadays that's all there is and also, religion is not what it 
used to be. 
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My answer to this would be because they don't want to give up the pleasures of 
life. 
I think young girls aren't becoming nuns because there are more and better 
things to do, and environment has alot to do with it. 
I think many girls concentrate on material things in life rather than spiritual 
There are so many pleasures in today's world that a nun couldn't enjoy, that 
fewwr girls decide to become nuns. 
I feel there are not more young girls becoming nuns because they feel they can 
get more out of life by becoming wives and by working. 
Because they find more in worldly pleasures, and they don't have enough faith 
to understand why women become nuns and sisters. 
I think today's generation looks more to material things then spirtal things. 
Because many girls have their mind made up for something they'll enjoy in life 
and get something out of it. 
Girls today cannot give up their femine advantages and re,ponsibilities. 
Because today people in the world are more concerned about material things 
than spiritual things. 
The girls now a days like to be free, to goout and have fun. 
When their younger they might feel like they'd like to be one, but as they go 
on they seem that they want more freedom. 
I think that the main reason for this is because there are a lot of other 
things that interest them more. 
I think many young girls don't enter the convent because in today's modern 
world there are all kinds of new and exciting opportunities opening up to 
women and they are much, much more appealing, worthwhile, self-fulfilling 
than a life in a convent, with all it's rules and restrictions. 
Because they don't have the calling for it and beca~~e they don't want to give 
up there freedom, to wear what they want, and be able to do what they 
want when they want to. 
I don't believe that now a days the girls are given a chance to find out about 
the convent etc., too much is going on in this world of ours. 
There aren't more girls becoming nuns, because th• wasn't the purpose of women. 
Most girls feel that they cannot take orders and not follow them. They feel 
they want to be free to do whatever they want to do and not be told when 
and how to do it. 
More young girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because of what you have to 
sacrifice and the disciplined life. 
There aren't more young girls becoming nuns today because they are not willing 
to give up things in order to help and give more meaning to others. 
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There are not more young girls becoming nuns or sisters because they feel the 
life they will have to live would be too hard for them. 
Because they have no spirit of sacrifice. 
I think the reason is that they don't fully understand what being a nun or 
sister really means and aren't ready to give up their freedom and dedicate 
themselves mainly to God. 
More young girls aren't becoming nuns because the world now is out for excite-
ment and there doesn't seem to be excitement in becoming a nun. 
Girls think becoming nuns is pra;ying all the time and nothing else. 
The reason whey their aren't more girls becoming nuns is because they are to 
interested in theirselves and probably don't want to even attempt the 
work of sisterhood. 
They are afraid of being called "a square." 
Actually I think the average girl would be afraid of what other people think 
and thiswould influence them a great deal--becoming a nun seems kind of 
out-of-it to me. 
Because tlJ.eir friends try and discourage them and their parents too. 
Girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because they are being forced away from 
a religious life because of parents or friends who are ashamed to have 
religious in the family. 
Because they're scared. 
In order to want to be something, you have to love, and respect it, to 
follow it. 
Maybe their are less vocations, but I think that many girls look at sisterhood 
as being degrading. 
I'm not among the girls to become a nun or sister, because I feel it just isn't 
the way of life I'd like to live, it's a good life but the kind of life 
I've got planned for me would do a lot better job in helping people. 
Because a lot of young girl feel that it is square, to decide in the high 
school. 
There is hardly any freedom. 
They are to stricked they can't do to much on their own, like going to ball 
games or just out. 
I suppose because they fell that they don't have a strong enough vocation for 
the life. 
Because they don't really know the advantages of it. 
Girls don't want to become nuns because this type of life does not appeal to 
them. 
I guess their just not interested. 
I think that the reason ••• convent doesn't offer the life we want. 
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I think that the reason why there isn't more girls entering the religious life 
is because they feel that they are being shut off from the world. 
There aren't mare young girls interested in becoming nuns because I don't 
think it as great as it used to be. 
Because there is no real vocation in being a nun and that maybe God would like 
them to have another vocation. 
The reason why is because the religious life just doesn't appeal to them. 
Because they are afraid to face the fact that they have been "called" and they 
do not consider themselves worthy enough. 
I think more young girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because they see 
religious as people different than themselves and they think they will 
become as others they see. 
Most girls feel that they don't have the vocation-they think to become a nun 
is nice but just isn't for them. 
Because this is not their vocation you can't force someone into during some-
thing they don't want to do. 
Most girls think they do not have the qualities or discipline becoming a nun 
requires. 
Because very few girls like to live plain, ordinary lives. 
I think they don't have an opportunity of knowing how nuns live. Their daily 
jobs--not all spent in prayers. 
More girls are becoming nuns or sister because they see what a religious life 
is so they what to become a nun or sister. 
Because they don't know if the religious life is right for them. 
Most girls don't think it's exciting or modern enough. 
Because maybe the_order there entering are to strick. 
Because they really don't know what it's all about and they're afraid to give 
it a tl"'.J. 
Girls are scared to make a decision and as great as this one, they have to do 
it entirely on their own and they don't feel sure enough. 
Most girls don't understand tl~ life of a nun. 
Because they have a wrong view of the life as a sister. 
Because too many girls think the nuns don't have to much freedom, the only 
thing that they do all day is pray. 
A lot of girls feel they might like to be a nun when they are young but as they 
enter their middle teens there are so many distractions that half the time 
they are to chicken to follow their vocation and give all that up. 
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High School II 
I think that they find the pressure or rather the pleasures of the world to 
great and tha they aren't worthy enough to enter this vocation. 
Girls might be afraid more now than early to admit that they want to be a nun. 
Young girls are in a way frighten of giving up the world. It is a hard life 
but so is every life. 
The appeal of motherhood rather than sisterhood seems to be stronger in most 
women and young girls. 
Some girls aren't becoming nuns because they think that they have to give up 
so much but really they gain much more. 
Fear of what others will say about your Choice and the way the world frowns 
upon a person in the single life. 
People don't really realize the true meaning of the religious vocation. 
I think beoause they don't understand the role of a sister are think their 
scedule too hard to follow. 
I would say that the reason for few girls becoming nuns is that the life seems 
like it would be quite boring or unexciting. 
I think it might be because of today's attitude; I mean, When a girl talks or 
thinks about becoming a nun, the other kids look at her like she's odd. 
Being accepted is very important now-a-days and only the most stable, 
mature girls can withstand it. Independence and all that. 
Because most nuns are placed too high above us and also their life is not free, 
they have to conform to many ideas and ways of life which most girls 
couldn't. 
There aren't more girls becoming nuns because for 12 years we've had religious 
vocation crammed down our throats and for all practical purposes it's 
killed our interest in it. 
Because I don't think religious life is a profession that is envied by many of 
today's young people, in other words, personal, selfish reasons. 
Today the world is more important and there is more for a girl to do. 
I believe that the girls don't know what they really want until they think it's 
to late, and they also believe most sisters enter the convent to escape 
from something. 
They push the idea to the back of their minds. 
I think that girls do not really understand the life of a nun or sister either 
they do not care or are afraid to because they may find out they have a 
vocation. 
Because of tm kim of life we have today. 
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I feel the life of a nun is limited, ridiculed, and void from personal contact 
to the world as a whole. 
T think the main reason that girls my age are not entering the convent is that 
it is simply not their vocation, and if it is, they are too wrapped up in 
the outside world to give it up and devote themselves to God. 
The reason .more young girls are not becoming nuns is because of todays mOO. ern 
society and the forcing of marriage. 
I feel the reason why less girls are seeking religious life is, that the strong 
force of materialism is too much to give up. 
The desirability of the world is too much to give up. 
It is the feeling you have towards nuns in general, half and half, and the 
attitude they have on your life and life in general. 
I feel that more girls are not becoming nuns or sisters because of the hardness 
to give up the materialistic goods of this world. 
Compared to the active, changing world, the convent seems rather dull. 
In considering the basic aspects of the religious life, it seems that it is a 
life against nature, that is, the practices of it are not natural in man. 
Most girls do not join the convent because the religious life is not as appeal-
ing as the secular life is. 
I think perhaps that there is to much influence put on the worldly things and 
girls are afraid to give up comforts. 
I think that the work of the lay apostolat is just as rewarding--and less 
binding ••• VISTA, Peace Corps ••• 
Too many girls are still under the impression that convent life is a life 
of don'ts 
Now, everyone is con~erned with living and being alive and being able to be 
free and do what you think is important and nuns are too tied down with 
rules ani most seem to have the same opinions and boring life. 
Because they don't '<iant to give up the material aspects of the world; they 
want to have families •••. 
We've got so much that it seems almost impossible to give it all up. 
Worldly pleasures are so few that you give up little when you go in the convent 
Because they go in the convent at too young age and at a young age don't know 
what they want and get confused and they come out of the convent. 
Because there are so many worldly things which are made to look almost irresis-
table. The world offers too much. Possibly their afraid of facing the 
opinions of others. 
Most young girls are impressed with certain luxuries in life and for the most 
part do not wish to give them up. 
They are not becoming nuns because it is too difficult to give up outside 
pleasures. 
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I feel tbat many girls stay away from sisterhood because they feel that the 
sisters are living a life with set patterns of ideas, quite closed, not 
enough room for individual thinking, although they are individuals in 
actions and teachings and other things, most have a set pattern for their 
thoughts. 
Because they feel that there is too much in life to give up, mainly material 
pleasures. 
I really don't know, howevec, I think that the terrlency of our nation towards 
materialism may have a large bearing on the situation. 
Because they don't want to give up what the world has to offer them; also may-
be in their early life they met nuns who they said were hypocrites. 
When you enter the convent there's a lot you have to give up, and many girls 
just aren't willing to make that sacrifice. 
I think one of the reasons is because teenagers seem to forget all about God, 
therefore they don't realize what part he has to play in your life. 
Because there is too much you have to give up in the world. 
Some just don't like it. 
When I think of the sisterhood I think of a constant effort to be Christlike 
and I see too many nuns who seem to have never grown up, they destroy the 
image--what it really in essence is. 
Girls today don't want to give up the material things in life. 
There is a tendency to regard sisters as being too tied down or limited in thei 
activities concerning worldly and human relations. Perhaps if they were 
freeer more girls might consider the possibility. 
The reason most girls are not becoming nuns is that they feel they CB.Il develope 
spiritually more fully in the world. 
Because some girls are sick of hearing about this type of vocation after it has 
been driven into their heads for almost twelve years. 
The beauty of marriage and child raising seem to be steering many young girls 
away from a life of nunhood. 
I really don't feel that nuns give a good enough example. A great deal of them 
seem to preoccupied with filling our heads with facts than realizing we 
are individuals and dealing with us as individuals, they're too impersonal 
Today I think.that extra incentives, extra pushes, are needed to really show a 
girl all the possibilities available in religious life. 
I think most girls would rather get out into the world, to break away from 
having to take orders and obey rules and something different, rather than 
continue in a secluded, guarded life. 
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I think that there aren't more young girls becoming nuns or sisters because 
it's not too appealing for it seems to take away the femininity in a 
woman and just makes her a teacher: nothing else. 
A lot of girls feel that God just couldn't have given them a rel ig:tous vocation 
they're not cut out to be a nun. 
In my opinion girls are not becoming nuns or sisters because convent life is 
too confined. 
The importance and reason of religious communities is not stressed, that is, 
they show no desire for the average person's meml:·orship. In other words, 
the functions of religious communi tie.-: 'lre nei t. •<; .• cutwardly interesting 
or desirable. 
Becoming a nun is almost like resigning yourself to a certain way of life, one 
which excludes boys and freedom--and these things mean a lot to teenage 
girls. 
Mainly because most nuns either give the impression that it's all fund, that 
they just love the convent or walk around like they are suffering much by 
being in the convent. 
The religious life isn't as appealing as others, and we still have a somewhat 
old-fashioned view of convents. 
Sisterhood is thought a rather passive, cloistered vocation which only an 
unusually denying person would choose--! don't think today's attitude is 
really informed about nuns. 
I feel girls are not becoming nuns or sisters because there are more interest-
ing things to do with one's life than wearing a habit and living in a 
convent, etc. 
I think there aren't more young girls becoming nuns or sisters because most 
girls think that they have to give up too much. 
I don't think most girls are willing to give up the good times to be had as 
young adults to enter the convent. 
More girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because the life just don't appeal 
to them--the life is not interesting enough to be in for the rest of your 
life. 
Too many young girls feel the need for security the kind a human being can give 
and the kind they never got from their parents. 
It might be because kids are sometimes sick of hearing the same things over and 
over again in religion classes for 12 years, and if they had a vocation, 
they may have lost it; a lot of teenagers that I know do not pray enough, 
or even have enough faith--could be due to overemphasis as I mentioned in 
the beginning. 
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Though there is less to sacrifice now when entering the convent, there still 
is many pleasures and luxuries that must be discarded. 
Many girls aren't willing to give up the freedom they enjoy and some girls are 
given a very dark picture of the sisterhood by the sisters they come in 
contact with. 
Probably because today so much emphasis is placed on having material things and 
possessions and in entering the convent you give all of them up. 
There aren.'-1; more girls becoming nuns or sisters because they don't feel they 
could make the studies and also because others girls make fun of them. 
Perhaps one very important reason would be parental objection which is found 
very often and also the :fact tM life in these 1960's has so much to of:fe:r 
and to do and explore for young girls in the world. 
I think many girls find the idea that an individual is not her own "master" 
unattractive. 
I feel that girls do r~t become sisters or nuns because the sisters give us 
the picture that convent life is withdrawn from everything and many girls 
are afraid to enter, fearing reactions o:f friends. 
I think there would be more young girls becoming sisters or nuns if they were 
inspired more at early ages. 
A life of seclusion from former friends and rela t1 vee and a community life all 
their own might be one o:f the reasons lest young girls become nuns. 
The idea of it being very difficult to become and live as a nun. 
fligh School III 
Very few young girls really understand what it is to become a nun, they are 
not willing to give up all the things they think they will have to. 
Most girls find it hard to give up the love of a husband, and marriage and 
children for one where you can't enjoy the fUlfillment of sex. 
I didn't realize that there was a shortage on prospective nuns but if there is 
the one reason that seems most apparant to me is the inability of most 
girls to give up the pleasures of the modern world. 
Most young girls have a stereo-type picture of the life o:f a sister, probably 
not knowing what really goes on1 which makes the attractive material life 
even better looking. 
Many girls fail to find better purposes and goals attainable in the convent. 
They feel they can better fulfill themselves within the world itself 
rather then in the confines o:f the oonvent ••• the spirit of freedom. 
Why should there be more? 
The picture and image •••• Girls today are not getting the right image of nuns 
and they are also not as willing to e;l ve up a lot of things. 
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In this progressing world the woman of today want to make a name for themselves 
and in doing so want to be free to do it. 
Because sometimes the life of a nun seems to be far away from the reality of 
daily life. 
I think more young girls are not becoming sisters because they see that they 
can give just as much without being a sister and that being a sister is no 
better than an other profession. 
Because life is too beautiful, too full of the unexplored and explained, and 
too much meant to be lived and given to others, which can be done in more 
positive ways then entering the convent. 
Girls feel that a religious life is too much of a sacrifice and tend, also, to 
identify the convent life with particular nuns, which, at times may create 
wrong atti tuies. 
More girls don't become nuns or sisters because they don't see the sisterhood 
as a fulfillment of womanhood. 
The church is changing the religious life so much (habits etc.) that many 
firls don't know what they will be getting into and what they'll look like 
once they're in. 
Because of the present examples of nuns today--that's .wU what girls want to 
be like! 
Because nuns are too restricted and have almost no freedom in the outside 
world. 
More girls aren't becoming nuns because the picture they receive, i.e. attitude 
awareness, being a little narrow minded, and the way of life just isn't 
appealing. 
Because girls don't want to give up all there worldly pleasures for God. 
I think the reason that more girls have not become nuns is the fact that the 
religious life is no longer a secluded life but a life of committment and 
involvement and girls realize that it's no longer the role to play the 
holy, pious individual. 
A lot of girls think nuns are holy holies; they don't know the inside of what 
really goes on. 
The feeling that they will be fenced in and ~11 be unable to do many thing 
that they would want to do. 
They aren't more young girls becoming young sisters because the religious life 
is extremely narrow, old fashioned, secluded, unrealistically idealistic, 
unfullfilling, limited, closed, and reminds me of a girls' boarding school 
Because if you go into the convent and then decide it's not your vocation, your 
marked by everyone else whether you accept it or not. 
Who wants to give up their freedom for an organization no one cares about. 
The emphasis is more on secular life, i.e.: helping God by helping people 
rather than by pr~ing. 
Most young girls have not developed the spiritual side of themselves. 
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The world is changing and so is the young generation, they perhaps might feel 
that nuns are too confined and have not moved up to the ohanged world. 
If they want to do things for God, they feel they can't accomplish as much in 
a convent. They feel they can accomplish more outside and more freely. 
They want to be free to work in the world. 
I think one of the main reasons is that girls feel the.y don't want to give up 
their lives in the world and other worldly things because they don't feel 
they're capable. 
I think that more young gi rle would become nuns if the picture painted by 
people who want girls to beoome nuns would not be so fruitless. 
Perhaps it is because girls feel that a sisters life is more restricted then 
they would like their's to be, with not enough freedom to do as she likes 
and have her own opinions. 
I think that they are afraid that they can't meet with the requireDents of the 
three vows, especially the one of poverty, because of what they are used 
to before they enter the convent. 
In our society I think there is such a stress put on beauty (physical) the 
catching a man than on devoting yourself to a non-tangible, supreme being. 
Being a nun is not the most desirable thing to be, and it appears to be too 
big of a challenge. 
Because too many kids are more open minded and would rather be out in the world 
and giving as much as they can than rather having some litliitatione. Girls 
are more open and liberal today and are getting wrong and disappointed 
impressions of nuns. 
Most young girls today think of the convent as STUFFY. (dull life) 
Because the life's always been presented as one of prayer and strict scheduling 
which many girls would not be able to adjust to. 
More young girls arenft becoming nuns or sisters because they don't understand 
the vocations as it is today~ 
The reason more girls don•t become nuns seems to be that they do not understand 
the reason for the life. 
I think it's because today's teens are too materialistic and self•eentered. 
They don't like what they see in nuns. 
Because the modern high schools today lack the spiritual enviromn0nt. 
I think that there aren't more young girls becoming nuns because the nuns' 
purpose today seems indefinite or unsteady and its rules or code of ethics 
or way of life is not desirable for most girls since our society is so 
materialistic or realistically-orientated. 
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Hard to give up all the comforts and luxuries of life (like marriage, parents). 
There is more emphasis placed on materialism today and the religious life seems 
to deprive you of it. 
The positive aspects are not as stressed as the overcoming of the negative 
aspects. 
It's a demanding life, in the respect of how much we give to others and the 
influence we have over them. 
It may be that they feel it is too much to give up the materialistic world for 
the life of a nun. 
You might be limiting yourself and possibilities in your life. 
They feel the convent life is too restricting and you have to be too religious. 
They don't think that they have a vocation to the religious life or they judge 
religious life by the nuns they have known. 
The more girls are not entering religious life because not enough good example 
is being shown. 
The life seems so dull and such a ritual. 
Because girls today do not understand all that nuns have given up to dedicate 
their life to God and they think they are hypocrites. 
Too much of a stress is put on the fact of a high I.Q. 
Most girls have the wrong idea or opinion of the sisterhood. 
Today's young women will not accept the backwards convent life unless many 
changes are made. 
There aren't more young girls becoming nuns or sisters because I think the idea 
of the value of the religious life, the practical value, is at a very low 
ebb today. 
In view of the present world it seems in a sense as if sisterhood is not within 
the very grasps of life. 
Because the kids today are too liberal minded then to want to be closed in by 
the walls of a convent (eg. ideas on sex, attitudes on Church). 
They feel they can find fullfillment in marriage and I think there is a need to 
reform the sisterhood to a modern day religious group. 
The way society today shapes our lives, the convent appears to be rather 
undesirable and unfulfilling. 
I think the reason is that too many girls look at sisterhood as something far 
off and unrealistic. 
Many girls are too attached to the world, find it hard to give up things. 
Nuns do n'lt project an image that would want to be copied; they don't seem to 
be able to make their own decisions. 
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To many other fields that can carry on the same work -- and the rapid changes 
that are now being made are hard for a girl right out of high school to 
adjust to. 
One has to know herself, before making the big step, and many girls are lost to 
themselves to know, really, if they are called to the religious life. 
I don't think it's necessa1:ily the example of other nuns and sisters that keep 
girls from the convent. I think it's the greatness of the decision and 
the things you have to give up; etc. 
Most girls think nuns have to giv,::J up too much and the life is too demanding. 
It does not seem to be a life of action, change or real dynamic influence in 
the world -- isolated, not completely of coarse but still above and apart. 
More young girls aren't becoming nuns or sisters because most of the girls 
dontt know too much about the religious and don't know what it's about. 
I think the reason their aren't more girls becoming sisters is because so much 
is stressed on love and marriage today. 
There is too much life and experience in the world to give it up when you can 
worship God just as much in some other occupation. 
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